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This Master’s thesis looks into the Gothic elements of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and how 
they have been adapted into film form. The essence of the thesis lies in the examinations of 
the adaptations in order to find out whether or not the Gothic elements were amplified 
from or added to the original story. The specific films I have chosen for the analyses are: 
James Searle Dawley’s Frankenstein (1910), James Whale’s Frankenstein (1931), Terence 
Fisher’s The Curse of Frankenstein (1957), Jack Smight’s Frankenstein: The True Story (1973) 
and Kenneth Branagh’s Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1994). This thesis also looks into the 
Gothic genre in literature versus the genre in film and considers how differences in mediums 
affect the adaptations. The purpose is to see whether Shelley’s work is growing more Gothic 
over time in cinema and if other elements, such as science fiction ones, were left behind. 
The themes of morality, the occult, sublime nature and the use of the “uncanny valley” 
effect are also looked into as they are important in Shelley’s novel. For the purpose of 
analysing the films, the thesis first analyses the two main characters: Victor Frankenstein 
and the Monster. For more thorough examinations, this paper uses The Theory of 
Adaptation by Linda Hutcheon as well as other essays and theory works based on 
Frankenstein, such as Joseph Kestner’s Narcissism as Symptom and Structure: The Case of 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. 
Povzetek 
Magistrsko delo obravnava gotske elemente dela Frankenstein pisateljice Mary Shelley in 
kako so bili adaptirani v filmski obliki. Bistvo dela so analize filmskih priredb knjige, da bi 
ugotovili, ali so bili gotski elementi poudarjeni ali dodani prvotni zgodbi. Specifični filmi, ki 
sem jih izbrala za analize, so: Frankenstein Jamesa Searleja Dawleyja (1910), Frankenstein 
Jamesa Whalea (1931), The Curse of Frankenstein Terencea Fisherja (1957), Frankenstein: 
The True Story Jacka Smighta (1973) in Mary Shelley's Frankenstein Kennetha Branagha 
(1994). Magistrsko delo obravnava tudi gotski žanr v literaturi v primerjavi z gotskimi filmi in 
kako razlike med mediji vplivajo na adaptacije. Namen je ugotoviti, ali Shelleyjino delo 
sčasoma postaja bolj gotsko v kinu ter če so ostali elementi zgodbe, kot so tisti iz znanstvene 
fantastike, pozabljeni. Teme morale, okultizma, veličastne narave in uporabe učinka 
nenavadne doline (uncanny valley effect) so prav tako analizirane, saj so pomembne v 
Shelleyjinem romanu. Za izčrpen pregled filmov delo najprej analizira dva glavna junaka: 
Victorja Frankensteina in njegovo Pošast. Za temeljitejše preiskave je v tem delu uporabljena 
knjiga Theory of Adaptation (Teorija priredb) Linde Hutcheon ter drugi eseji in teoretska 
dela, ki temeljijo na Frankensteinu, na primer Narcissism as Symptom and Structure: The 
Case of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (Narcisizem kot simptom in struktura: primer Mary 
Shellyjinega Frankensteina) Josepha Kestnerja.  
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Among the best-known cultural icons in the 20th and 21st centuries are Victor Frankenstein 
and his Monster. They have appeared in different forms of art for over 200 years – in 
musicals, plays, paintings and more. The most popular form for such appearances remains 
the same as for the majority of other classic novels: film adaptations. Adaptations of books 
into films is not a new concept at all, but Frankenstein made such an impact that there are 
currently over 70 films that either adapted the original story or used the characters from 
Shelley’s work.  
This thesis is composed of two parts, the first one being that of Frankenstein as a novel. In it, 
I briefly explain the background as to how it came to be and what it is. I then go on to 
analyse the two main characters, Victor Frankenstein and the Monster, and the genres the 
novel fits into. Afterwards, I continue the work by looking into Gothic fiction in terms of 
literature and see how the story is tied to the genre before continuing by going into Gothic 
film, which is necessary to do before delving into the analysis of films. 
The second part of the thesis consists of my analysis of the five different Frankenstein film 
adaptations, where I also explain the frame I use for each film. I chose the films by filtering 
out genres that do not fit in with the original work, such as comedies or action films, so 
Young Frankenstein, a parody by Mel Brooks, does not count. Any film that is strictly horror 
or horror-based also does not make it fall into the list of films to analyse. That is because if 
the film centres only on gore and killing, like Frankenstein’s Army (2013), it is not part of the 
list. The movies must hold some important aspects from the original novel and fall into the 
Gothic film group in one way or another – for example, if the film has the basic skeleton of 
the original story and has a strong element of suspense present. I also do not count sequels 
or prequels to the main pictures unless they show a semblance of the original text within 
them. That also means a cameo of the Monster or Frankenstein in a film does not make it a 
part of the list. 
My hypothesis is that the film adaptations of Frankenstein are heavily based on the Gothic 
aspects of the novel, often disregarding the other important elements to the story and 
attempting to portray only horror and to inspire fear within the audience. Likely, they were 
solely created to have a stronger Gothic atmosphere and more elements of horror in order 
to be more exhilarating to the audience, with important themes like dangers of the hubris of 
man or the morality questions pushed aside in order to make room for more violence and 
erotica. The reasoning for such decisions could lie within the idea that the audience would 
rather view films in order to relax and be entertained, not to be overwhelmed by deeper 
themes, such as nature-versus-nurture and morality.  
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Introduction to the novel 
How Frankenstein came to be 
Frankenstein was first published in 1818 by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, changing the 
course of history in both literature, film and perhaps even more. The story reflects Shelley’s 
emotional state at the time as she was financially struggling and had lost a child, leading to 
the novel being a mixture of genres: gothic, science fiction and horror. The story is filled 
with subjects that were relevant for the time and still are to this very day, such as morality 
questions, the consequences of one’s own selfish deeds or the advancement of science. 
During that time, she and her husband Percy Bysshe Shelley suffered the loss of her 
firstborn child and were financially struggling as well, but along with the dark themes in the 
novel there are some that came to be simply because of Shelley’s interests that were 
present before, under the influence of her parents or society at the time. These interests 
included Milton’s Paradise Lost, the Tale of Prometheus, the occult, galvanism and more.  
One rainy day, while on vacation in Switzerland with her husband Percy, Lord Byron, Jane 
Clairmont and John Polidori, the group of writers decided to entertain themselves with the 
reading of a book of ghost stories, thus it led to the idea of all of them attempting to write 
their own horror story. Thus, Frankenstein was born, a story that has been adapted into 
many plays, songs, films and other media. The amount of themes, moral questions and the 
potential of general entertainment value the story brings is what has kept it alive for over 
200 years so far.  
Due to the story being retold so many times and in so many different way, I find it necessary 
to describe and analyse the main two characters so no confusion takes place when analysing 
the films – which in some cases differ dramatically from the original text. Each adaptation 
changes something, either the story, the characters or perhaps everything altogether as 
there is almost no possible way to adapt a novel word by word without adding or removing 
an element. The important decisions come when one asks themselves: what exactly can 
they change?  
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The Theory of Adaptation 
Before getting to the films, however, we must look into what the meaning of adaptation is 
in terms of art. For this purpose, I will use Linda Hutcheon’s A Theory of Adaptation as a 
basis for my work. Hutcheon points out one of the key elements of adaptation, which is that 
they “have an overt and defining relationship to prior texts, usually revealingly called 
‘sources.’ Unlike parodies, however, adaptations usually openly announce this relationship” 
(2006, 3). Parodies do not need to have a source stated or explained, as they take 
something popular and ridicule it, while adaptations show greater overt respect and wish to 
convey the story honourably no matter what changes they bring. An example of a parody 
would be Mary Shelley’s Frankenhole, an animated television series created by Dino 
Stamatopoulos, based on making fun of Victor Frankenstein’s story and the characters in 
Shelley’s original work (with extra parodies of the many films they appeared in). The 
characters are not properly introduced but are easily recognisable and tied to the original 
story via their dialogue and settings, such as the Monster being described by Victor as an 
alcoholic and as someone he used to fear but now only finds annoying.  
Another important aspect to parodies is that they are humorous in nature no matter what 
they source from compared to adaptations. The definition of the word ‘parody’ from 
Merriam-Webster is as follows:  
 a literary or musical work in which the style of an author or work is closely imitated 
for comic effect or in ridicule  
 a feeble or ridiculous imitation 
Parodies primarily belong under the genre of comedy, no matter what form they are 
presented in. An example of a parody of Frankenstein is Mel Brooks’ 1974 film Young 
Frankenstein, where the main character is the grandson of Victor Frankenstein and is 
adamant that the true pronunciation of the family name is ‘Fronkensteen.’ The film makes 
fun of the original book and its film adaptations, pointing out inconsistencies and ridiculous 
ideas.  
Another definition of parody, found in The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms, describes it 
as “a mocking imitation of the style of a literary work or works, ridiculing the stylistic habits 
of an author or school by exaggerated mimicry,” portraying satire or criticism of the said 
work (Baldick, 248).  
What one has to know about adaptation is that it does not mean a literal translation of a 
work from one medium to another. Hutcheon writes that “there can be no literal 
adaptation,” meaning that the shift of mediums will always bring changes (2006, 16). For 
this reason, we must look at adaptation as a somewhat original work of its own. A novel 
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cannot be made into a film with every detail mentioned in it, so there will be some gains or 
losses no matter what. For instance, the laboratory of Victor Frankenstein is described in 
very vague terms, yet he spends a lot of time in it, creating the Creature that plagues him 
until his death. If one creates a film with this scene in it, they will have to use their own 
imagination to fill in the gaps for how the location looks.  
Adaptations are often analysed and critiqued based on how closely related they are to their 
original source or how unique they are, especially when based on famous literary works. 
This critique can be unfair due to budgetary or technological issues the film makers face. A 
film from the 1920’s will undoubtedly be less impressive when it has no sound or colour 
compared to an adaptation of the same story in the 1990’s. George Bluestone, however, 
points out that “when a film becomes a financial or critical success, the question of its 
faithfulness is given hardly any thought” (Hutcheon, 2006, 7). I agree, as film adaptations 
that are successful eventually become the ‘true story’ to the audience unfamiliar with the 
original text. An example of such an occurrence is the film adaptation Frankenstein from 
1931, making the appearance of the square-headed green Monster portrayed by Boris 
Karloff a fact to some audience members, although the appearance of the Monster in the 
novel is nothing alike. The same goes for the famous “It’s alive” quote from the film (which I 
often have to tell those who have not read the book that Victor Frankenstein never actually 
utters). The line has taken on a life of its own, becoming so closely related to Frankenstein 
that we often have an image of the mad scientist and the Monster immediately when 
hearing it. An example of this line being used as a connection to Frankenstein is in a popular 
video game from the Blizzard company named Overwatch. A character named Junkrat 
became Doctor Junkenstein and created his own Monster. When playing the game, he 
utters the famous “He’s alive! He’s alive!”  
Hutcheon argues against such comparison and criticisms with defining adaptation as 
“repetition, but repetition without replication” (2006, 7). Were the audience interested in 
seeing the same identical story many times over in any art form possible without changes, it 
would make adaptation meaningless and would therefore make them consume the original 
source instead. In that case, the word ‘to adapt’ would not have the same meaning. 
Hutcheon claims there are three interpretations of adaptation. First, as “a formal entity or 
product,” when an original work is adapted using another art medium, such as from a novel 
into a musical, which she calls “transcoding,” which is what brings in the initial differences 
(2006, 7). We cannot expect to see every single detail mentioned in the Lord of the Rings 
book series also in the film versions, as it would make the films much longer and possibly 
tire the audiences out. Reading a story with over 200 pages like Frankenstein is not 
something one could read within a day, and if it indeed is read within a day, it would take 
longer than seeing a 1-to-2-hour-long film. Imagining all those 200 pages prepared for a film 
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would most likely create a film too long for the audience’s attention span to endure in one 
viewing. 
Secondly, as “a process of creation,” explaining it as an act of “(re-)interpretation and then 
(re-)creation” (2006, 8). This can be seen as negative or positive, as some can see it as 
butchering of the original source, while others like Priscilla Galloway, an adapter of mythic 
and historic narratives for children and young adults, said that “she is motivated by a desire 
to preserve stories that are worth knowing” (Hutcheon, 2006, 8). An example of such stories 
are the Greek mythology tales, like Prometheus’ tale, being retold many times in many 
different forms. If we take Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings as an example again, the films 
were very successful and although not completely faithful compared to the books, they 
brought a new generation of fans who may have decided to read the original books. This is 
good, as they can widen their horizons on literary knowledge and perhaps decide to read 
more books akin to Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings.  
Thirdly, by the “process of reception,” or “a form of intertextuality,” meaning every 
individual will experience the adaptation differently (2006, 8). Someone who knows of the 
Sonic the Hedgehog video games series and cartoon series will experience the film based on 
the character differently than someone who has no previous knowledge of him. The film 
creators usually face a challenge to both please the fans of the original work and to also 
garner attention of potential new fans. There is always a huge risk of disappointing one or 
the other due to the form intertextuality. For instance, M. Night Shyamalan’s The Last 
Airbender, a life-action adaptation of the animated show of the same name, received harsh 
criticism mainly from fans of the original show due to its strong differences, including the 
races of the characters (Ebert, 2010).1 The director faced backlash for many of the film’s 
issues but most prominent was the issue of choosing the main cast of ‘good guys’ to be 
represented by white actors while the ‘bad guys’ were played by actors of different races. 
In conclusion, an adaptation is a work derived from a different that and may be presented in 
a different medium than the source, meaning it is not a literal translation of the source and 
is a creative interpretation of it instead. Adaptation introduces changes and is a form of 
intertextuality in order to suit the audience and should be looked at as a work of its own.  
  
                                                          
1
 The reference does not include a page number, since it is taken from a duplicate online source. This 
referencing will be used for the following: Chris Angelis, Anne Billson, Irving Buchen, Stephen Carver, Laura P. 
Claridge, Stuart Curran, Roger Ebert, Rosemary Jackson, Patrick Kennedy, Joseph Kestner, Stanislaw Lem, U. C. 
Knoepflmacher,  Scott McLemee, Stephen Prichard, Brian Stableford, Staff Writer, Kelsey Stimpfl, Paul 
Youngquist and Theodore Ziolkowski.  
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Character analysis  
In order to analyse the films and the genres of the novel, it is important to understand the 
main characters and what their motivations and roles are within the story. Films can be 
presented without Alphonse, Elizabeth, Henry or others, but in order to convey the story in 
any way, the two main characters have to be featured: the man Victor Frankenstein and the 
Monster he created. Without one, the other cannot be, which is why I will not be analysing 
any films that centre strictly on only one of them or alter them completely to a new 
character without any Gothic elements at all (for instance, Frankenweenie, a film made by 
Tim Burton in 2012, features a young Victor Frankenstein in modern times with the Monster 
being his dog, therefore completely changing the connection between the two characters).  
Victor Frankenstein 
The nature of the main character Victor Frankenstein is very complex due to his being the 
one present throughout the novel and being the narrator for the great majority of it. We are 
introduced to the character by another character, Robert Walton, who writes down Victor’s 
story while the scientist is narrating it from on his dying bed and who also helps him edit the 
writings afterwards. Regardless of Victor’s truthfulness, we know that at least the creation 
of the Creature is correct, but what happened before and afterwards could have been 
slightly different. The only living relative at the end of the novel (presumably, at least) is the 
scientist’s brother Ernest, who was the middle child, but he is out of reach to Walton and 
has been absent for the great majority of the novel, so even if he were questioned about 
the whole tale, he might be unable to give any input whatsoever. In that way, we only have 
Victor and the Monster, who visits his body at the end, mourning over his creator. The 
moment of grief from the Monster’s side and obvious tension from Walton upon seeing the 
Creature would not make it a good time for the captain to fact-check the story. In short, 
Frankenstein told the perfect story, one that nobody can confirm nor deny, with enough 
evidence to know he spoke at least some truth but fantastical enough to make one question 
and doubt the tale.  
Todorov writes about the fantastic, explaining that it is “the hesitation of a being who knows 
only natural laws in the face of the supernatural. In other words, the fantastic character of a 
text resides in a transient and volatile state during the reading of it, one of indecision as to 
whether the narrative belongs to a natural or a supernatural order of things” (Lem, 1974). 
An example of such hesitation can occur in reality when one is faced with an unexplainable 
event (or at least they are unable to explain it themselves due to limited knowledge) and 
they might deem it a paranormal event. When seeing an item move by itself and seeing no 
outside factors affect the item, the witness of the event might therefore for a moment 
believe in ghost activity. 
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For the sake of analysing Victor’s character, let us accept his life story as fact.  
Before delving into Victor Frankenstein’s personality, I deem Frankenstein’s appearance 
important compared to the Monster and how they are presented in other media (either 
with Frankenstein looking like a mad unkempt scientist or like a dandy handsome 
gentleman).  
Victor never describes his own physical attributes or gives himself any comments on his 
appearance other than when he grew weaker, more exhausted or ill, describing how he 
“appeared rather like one doomed by slavery to toil in the mines,” or that he “got alarmed 
at the wreck he perceived that he had become” (Shelley, 43). 
Walton does not describe his physical traits either, but only comments on his state of poor 
health, never mentioning any eye or hair colour even. We do know of his race though as 
Walton describes him as ‘European’. When reflecting upon the stranger’s state in the letters 
before Victor’s tale begins, he describes him, saying, “His limbs were nearly frozen, and his 
body dreadfully emaciated by fatigue and suffering. I never saw a man in so wretched a 
condition” (Shelley, 13). The reader’s attention is immediately drawn to Victor, pulling us in 
by making us question how the man ended in such a way. The air of mystery becomes 
stronger at that moment and only near the end of the novel do we know the reason for his 
dying state, which we can only guess contrasted drastically with his form before he began to 
chase his creation. 
The other person to describe his poor physical condition is Henry Clerval, a while after he 
finds Victor lying out in the street, stating to his friend: “I did not before remark how very ill 
you appear; so thin and pale; you look as if you had been watching for several nights” 
(Shelley, 47). This is perhaps a hint to Victor’s fate as he eventually becomes more ill every 
time the Monster creates another tragedy for his creator, until finally reaching a stage which 
he cannot recover from.  
The more important part of the character is his personality, which cannot be easily 
described, but the main and most noticeable trait that seems to embody it is his narcissism. 
Joseph Kestner uses Gerard Genette’s “The Narcissus Complex” to state that Victor created 
the Monster as a reflection of himself, an image of himself from another world (Kestner, 
1995). He compares the novel to being closer to The Modern Narcissus instead of 
Prometheus, ultimately saying that it is not about Victor having a God complex but being a 
narcissistic man. He uses Freud’s texts on narcissism to compare Victor’s traits and 
concludes he shares quite a few, such as his grandiose self-image or his refusal to build a 
female creature is tied to the idea it is not his self-image (Kestner, 1995). He goes on to say 
that Freud writes in “On Narcissism” that such people “are plainly seeking themselves as a 
love object, and are exhibiting a type of object choice which must be termed ‘narcissistic’” 
(Kestner, 1995). In other words, if something has nothing to do with the narcissist’s 
appearance or overall image, they have no interest in it.  
Rosemary Jackson argues in her essay on that matter similarly: the Monster represents the 
creator’s own actions, ideas and complexes put into form, basically another form of Victor 
himself (1986). To some degree I agree with this, seeing the Monster as Victor’s child, a 
reflection of his own father but born and raised under different circumstances. Most of all, I 
believe Frankenstein exhibits traits of a Narcissistic Personality Disorder, making it the 
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driving force for the whole story. The element that ultimately makes it more appealing to 
the Gothic genre of having characters who are morally ambiguous and border on the lines of 
madness. 
Before Freud wrote about the topic in his essay “On Narcissism,” the word was connected to 
the old Greek tale of Narcissus, a vain man who stared at his reflection for hours and 
transformed into a flower. The first to use the term as a description for vanity and self-
admiration however, was Otto Rank in 1911 (Millon, Grossman, Meagher, 2004, 343). 
According to Personality Disorders in Modern Life, in order for one to be considered a 
person with a narcissistic personality disorder, they must have five out of nine 
characteristics of the disorder, but the most general way to describe a person of that calibre 
is “I’m above the rules” (Millon, Grossman, Meagher, 2004, 5, 7). Traits of the narcissistic 
personality are an inflated sense of self-importance, preoccupation with fantasies of 
success, power or similar, belief that they are special and unique, the need for a lot of 
admiration, entitlement or expectation that everything will go their way, exploitative of 
others in order to achieve own goals, lack of empathy, envy of others or belief that others 
envy them and arrogance (Millon, Grossman, Meagher, 2004, 4). 
We cannot clinically diagnose a book character, especially if we are not doctors. Yet we can 
still see Victor Frankenstein showing these traits and can therefore analyse them. He has an 
inflated ego, his idea of self-importance, the very idea that has started since he was young 
when he believed himself to be the one who would change the world and discover the 
secrets behind it. His parents were described as constantly giving him love and adoring 
anything he did, as he described himself to be at that time “their plaything and their idol, 
and something better – their child, the innocent and helpless creature bestowed on them by 
heaven” (Shelley, 21). The very idea that Victor can compare himself to God is the biggest 
fault of his. The man thought of creating life for the sake of discovery and for his own ego, 
as he states the being would look up to him like a human looks up to God.  
The creation of the Monster is what ties the creator to the trait of his preoccupation of 
fantasies of success and power as well. Although not for financial need, he wishes for power 
and attention, to be admired by others: “Wealth was an inferior object; but what glory 
would attend the discovery, if I could banish disease from the human frame and render man 
invulnerable to any but a violent death!” (Shelley, 28) Here we see a desperate cry for love 
and recognition as Victor doesn’t justify his need for discovery with helping humanity to 
save it from pain and sorrow. He would do anything for glory. 
Entitlement is also something Victor perhaps suffers from but in a more subtle way. He sees 
Elizabeth as his own, as his property. Ever since his mother described Elizabeth as a gift for 
Victor, he has seen her as his to keep, describing her immediately as “my Elizabeth” (Shelley, 
23). Although one might see it as a term of endearment, Frankenstein sees her as a 
possession, one that will never doubt him or stray away from him and one that will remain 
loyal no matter what. That is what he expects and counts on, even when the family is 
mournful over the deaths of other family members and she is expected to take the role of a 
comforting mother, he does not feel the need to comfort her in return. 
Victor’s need for compliments or admiration is almost constant. While he is explaining his 
tale, he tells Walton of what a precious child he was, how well beloved, how his life was 
perfect until his creation of the Monster, that he was one of the best students, admired by 
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his university and even made improvements to some of the chemical instruments, etc. This 
is what Walton is hearing and he does indeed admire Frankenstein, but the question is, has 
Frankenstein been telling the truth or has he made himself seem more important than he 
was in reality? 
Exploitation of others is also one of the scientist’s faults. Leaving aside the fact that he made 
a man for his own gain, Victor did want to send sailors who rescued him to their potential 
death. The man would rather they push through and give nature the great chance of killing 
them in an agonising manner of either starving or freezing to death rather than let them 
return home, which could be because he was still in pursuit of the Monster. Victor was still a 
man of higher status from an important Genovese family and if he protected Justine with 
more vigour at the expense of his image, he might have saved her. 
Victor Frankenstein also has a lack of empathy. He is often too preoccupied with his own 
emotions and ideas to think of others’ feelings. When he decides to work on his project of 
bringing life to his creation, he isolates himself and worries his family with the lack of 
contact. Only after reminded by Clerval that he should write to his family and Elizabeth does 
Victor do so.  Although he praises her and speaks lovingly of his sweetheart, he doesn’t 
spare a thought for her until prompted to. 
Frankenstein does not think much about how his family is coping with the tragedy of 
William and Justine’s deaths, and this is something that his father even notices as he says, 
“Do you think, Victor, that I do not suffer also? No one could love a child more than I loved 
your brother” (Shelley, 78). With Elizabeth, he knows she is pained deeply, she even blamed 
herself for William’s murder, but she took the role of a comforter for the family, trying to 
remain calm for them. Yet he does not let her cry to comfort her, only admires her for taking 
a motherly role for them.  
The most evident lack of empathy from Victor is when he meets the Monster and hears his 
tale. He is forced into making a mate yet refuses to find any kind words for the Creature. It is 
understandable, because of the Monster’s killing two of his loved ones, but it is his own 
fault for creating him to begin with, something he recognises himself. He left the creation 
alone and confused in his home at Ingolstadt, then lost and confused in the woods, left to 
suffer under the cruel hands of society that does not take kindly to disfigured creatures, and 
when the two finally meet again, Victor immediately tries to attack him. Even when hearing 
the heart-breaking tale from the Creature, Victor shows no signs of compassion or any 
comments about feeling guilty. 
Moving on to Victor Frankenstein’s relationships, his relationship with his father is, in his 
own words, described as a healthy one. Alphonse Frankenstein also shows love and care 
towards his children, as even in his old age he went to travel far to Ireland in order to see his 
son, who was imprisoned at the time. Alphonse takes the family out to nature, to a more 
calming spot in order to try and ease their grief after William’s death and worries over 
Victor’s depression. He encourages his son to visit England to try and lift his spirits before he 
returns to marry Elizabeth. From Victor’s side though, it seems he’s only creating stress for 
his father from the very beginning, when not taking his words about the old alchemist works 
well and ignoring them. He reasons it with the idea that had his father explained why those 
works are obsolete, perhaps he wouldn’t have been as interested then. It almost sounds as 
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if he blames his father for the mistakes he’s made in life later on, yet he indirectly kills his 
father as well.  
Claridge argues that Victor’s description of his home life only shows the lack of true 
attachment and that these idyllic warm words for his family and childhood are false. Victor 
described it by saying, “every hour of my infant life I received a lesson of patience, of 
charity, and of self-control” (Shelley, 34). Yet Claridge argues that is untrue as those are the 
exact traits that are not present within him in his adult life (Claridge, 1985). Alphonse loves 
his son conditionally, once he does as he is told, he is also insensitive to him and his needs 
and emotions. If this is indeed the case then it could be used as an explanation for Victor’s 
rejection of the Monster, meaning he loves his creation conditionally as well.  
When it comes to Elizabeth, Victor more or less sees her as a living doll, describing her 
beauty and tranquillity and adoring her passive and quiet role in his life. She’s always doting 
and caring towards her sweetheart, writing him letters where she expresses complete 
surrender to him. In one of her letters, Elizabeth writes to her lover:  
I confess to you, my friend, that I love you, and that in my airy dreams of futurity you 
have been my constant friend and companion. But it is your happiness I desire as 
well as my own, when I declare to you that our marriage would render me eternally 
miserable, unless it were the dictate of your own free choice. [...] Be happy, my 
friend; and if you obey me in this one request, remain satisfied that nothing on earth 
will have the power to interrupt my tranquillity. (Shelley, 173).  
Even when thinking he has found another love, she states that she still loves him and 
understands. It is this devotion that Victor takes for granted as he often forgets about her or 
how she feels. As stated before, he is aware of when she is in pain and suffers from grief but 
he only admires her for taking a motherly role within the family, instead of comforting her 
as her future husband. Victor finds appeal in the idea of her surrendering her entire life to 
him. Since the day she was presented to the young Frankenstein as a gift, ‘his’ Elizabeth, her 
fate has been sealed to one day be his wife and due to his narcissistic traits, a victim of his 
as well. 
Frankenstein’s relationship with Robert Walton gives the impression that Victor is 
indifferent towards him, while Walton shows huge admiration for the dying man. Victor is 
only speaking of his own misfortunes and wallowing in his own self-pity, pain and wishes for 
revenge. He urges Walton to accept his story as a cautionary tale not to be overly ambitious 
and blind of the consequences his hunger for knowledge might bring, yet he also contradicts 
himself with his speech to the ship’s crew. Walton desperately seeks a companion, just as 
the Monster did, yet Victor is dismissive and curt in his reply to the captain’s wish, believing 
nobody could ever be close to him unless they were with him since the very beginning of his 
life. The reply from the dying man to the captain was almost rude as he said,  
I thank you, Walton, for your kind intentions towards so miserable a wretch; but 
when you speak of new ties, and fresh affections, think you that any can replace 
those who are gone? Can any man be to me as Clerval was; or any woman another 
Elizabeth? Even where the affections are not strongly moved by any superior 
excellence, the companions of our childhood always possess a certain power over 
our minds, which hardly any later friend can obtain. (Shelley, 196) 
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Frankenstein sees people who were not part of his childhood and do not praise him as 
unworthy of his friendship. He only wishes to wallow in self-pity and uses Walton as his 
scribe, nothing more. 
The very characteristic that leads to Frankenstein’s ruin is his hunger for knowledge, which 
may be considered a noble cause at first as he begins as a naive and curious young man, but 
it turns into a disastrous one when he becomes an obsessed, disillusioned and eventually 
guilt-ridden man who sacrifices his health and relationships for his work. He only later 
realises he sacrificed his family and friends as well when the results of his creation become 
clear, finally turning the young scientist into a determined man fuelled by revenge. 
Victor’s lack of empathy, basic human moral thoughts and upbringing that could be equated 
with being spoiled is what makes him almost animal-like, with a primitive drive. At such 
times the man shows no regard towards his own well-being, just as he shows no regard to 
the well-being of others around him. Although Victor showed pain when learning about 
William’s and Justine’s death, it was almost as if he was just showing guilt but not enough 
sadness for their fate, mostly reflecting on how others were affected by the situation. One 
reason could be that he did not know William and Justine so well, as he was absent from 
home for years by that time and William was still very young, but the young scientist 
reacted extremely by having a panic attack when seeing the body of Henry because he has 
known him and has been with him since childhood. He was so traumatised that he fell ill for 
two months afterwards. 
I feel yet parched with horror, nor can I reflect on that terrible moment without 
shuddering and agony. The examination, the presence of the magistrate and 
witnesses, passed like a dream from my memory, when I saw the lifeless form of 
Henry Clerval stretched before me. I gasped for breath; and throwing myself on the 
body I exclaimed, “Have my murderous machinations deprived you also, my dearest 
Henry, of life? Two I have already destroyed; other victims await their destiny; but 
you, Clerval, my friend, my benefactor--”  
The human frame could no longer support the agonies that I endured, and I was 
carried out of the room in strong convulsions. (Shelley, 162) 
Whether Victor Frankenstein knows of his mistakes and regrets them because he feels sorry 
for himself or because he feels guilty for what happened to others, cannot be determined. 
Still the strongest trait present throughout it all is that the main character is a narcissistic 
individual.  
The Monster 
The Monster is called by the creator by many different names: the daemon, the fiend, the 
creature, and others. Whatever name Victor uses, he makes it clear that he sees the 
Monster as nothing close to human and as an evil being. We have more descriptions of the 
Monster’s physical appearance than we do of Victor, although these are still scarce, perhaps 
for the readers to use their own imagination and create a vision of the Monster that 
frightens them the most. The Creature is made from a collection of different body parts and 
chemicals and has been ‘sparked’ to life, perhaps with electricity (only hinted to be 
electricity, since Shelley never explains). The young scientist first describes his creation with 
the following passage:  
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How can I describe my emotions at this catastrophe [...] His yellow skin scarcely 
covered the work of muscles and arteries beneath; his hair was of a lustrous black, 
and flowing; his teeth of a pearly whiteness; but these luxuriances only formed a 
more horrid contrast with his watery eyes, that seemed almost of the same colour as 
the dun-white sockets in which they were set, his shrivelled complexion and straight 
black lips. (Shelley, 44) 
The most prominent and important feature of the Creature was the grotesque Gothic 
element of an undead corpse sprung to life, also being eight feet tall (about 240 cm), making 
his appearance more frightening in one’s imagination. He is more agile and strong as well, 
giving his victims no chance of survival if he decides to kill them.  
The Creature believes his appearance is the sole reason humanity rejects him; they fear the 
sight of him so strongly that they run away or attack him. Even his creator was too horrified 
to face him as soon as he was given life. Frankenstein gives a vivid description of what he 
saw when he gave his creation life, stating that the Monster looks worse than any of the 
horrifying demons in Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy:  
Oh! No mortal could support the horror of that countenance. A mummy again 
endued with animation could not be so hideous as that wretch. I had gazed on him 
while unfinished; he was ugly then; but when those muscles and joints were 
rendered capable of motion, it became a thing such as even Dante could not have 
conceived. (Shelley, 45) 
The Monster is a misunderstood gentle giant, having almost child-like innocence within his 
heart at the beginning, where he wishes only to communicate with others and discover the 
world around him. Almost like a baby, Frankenstein’s creation is experiencing sensations as 
if for the very first time but describing them as an adult would, realising suddenly he 
hungers, thirsts, has a need for rest, and is sensitive to both light and dark. One of his first 
emotions he describes was being frightened, as he was alone, a “poor, helpless, miserable 
wretch” (Shelley, 90). This led to him feeling pain and made him weep. According to 
Ziolkowski in his essay “Science, Frankenstein, and Myth,” Shelley wrote six chapters with 
the Monster’s story because she “wants us to understand that Frankenstein’s creation is not 
evil in itself but has been made that way by society,” drawing all the misfortunes and the 
cruel rewards he has been dealt with were mostly a result of his hideous appearance and 
Frankenstein’s rejection (1981).  
 
The Creature describes to his creator how he sensed the cold, how the light brought him 
warmth and comfort, how the moon and songs of birds gave him a sense of wonder. He 
began to appreciate nature and love it. This can be interpreted as him wishing to be a part 
of nature, he is a contrast compared to what is natural as he was created by science. The 
Monster expresses desire to be among humans in society, being amazed by the appearance 
of the first home he enters and the appearance of the first village he steps in, yet it 
immediately gazed upon with fear, with inhabitants running away from him or attacking 
him. At that point, the creation learns not to come too close to humans, but it is only later 
that he realises why they have such a harsh reaction, when he sees his own reflection, 
making the moment one of the important turning points for the Monster and how he views 
humans. He was horrified yet finally understood why he was so feared and hated. To his 
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creator he described the moment: “At first I stared back, unable to believe that it was 
indeed I who was reflected in the mirror; and when I became fully convinced that I was in 
reality the monster that I am, I was filled with the bitterest sensations of despondence and 
mortification” (Shelley, 101–102). Frankenstein’s creation becomes a sympathetic being to 
the readers with this, as one can easily understand the feeling of poor self-image.  
The kind nature that Frankenstein’s creature was born with is shown by the fact that he is 
also vegetarian, because he shows immense respect towards nature and wishes to remain a 
peaceful being. He describes eating berries, bread, cheese and drinks water and milk, but 
never meat – “My food is not that of man; I do not destroy the lamb and the kid, to glut my 
appetite; acorns and berries afford me sufficient nourishment” (Shelley, 132–133). It could 
be argued this choice was made by Shelley as she and her husband were vegetarians 
themselves, so she uses the Creature to point out the hypocrisy of man. They kill and eat 
helpless and defenceless creatures that are simply trying to live, yet humans do not need to 
do so to survive. Humans are represented as being occupied with themselves and only 
thinking of their own selfish needs, eating meat being a negative trait. In this sense, the 
Monster rejects humanity and thus rejects the practice of eating meat.  
There is another connection of the Monster being akin to Adam, as in the Garden of Eden, 
he and Eve were vegetarian, as were the animals: “wherein there is life, I have given every 
green herb for meat: and it was so” (Genesis 1:29). As Victor’s man in his own image, the 
very first of his own kind, the Creature is without sin and abandoned in the harsh reality of 
the world instead of being kept safe and feeling secure within the Garden of Eden. Man’s sin 
is the very moment Adam and Eve ate the Forbidden Fruit yet the Monster never did so. 
This could be why he refuses to eat meat, to prove that he is without sins compared to his 
creator. 
The Monster had remained positive even after seeing his own reflection, having hope of 
being loved one day if he acted kindly and showed that he is not dangerous to the De Lacey 
cottagers. That hope is later dashed, making him more vengeful, yet still having hope of 
having a companion someday.  
The Monster’s first plan is to kidnap William Frankenstein, deeming that children are 
innocent and do not have the perceptions of society fully forced upon them yet, just as he 
himself was the same when given life. He reasons to Victor, saying, “This little creature was 
unprejudiced, and had lived too short a time to have imbibed a horror of deformity” 
(Shelley, 129).  Unfortunately, Victor’s creation was mistaken, as William immediately was 
fearful of him and sealed his fate when he mentioned the name of his father: Frankenstein.  
The Monster’s result of the nature-versus-nurture debate ends with him being wronged by 
nurture’s side, with his parent Victor Frankenstein rejecting him as well as the rest of 
humanity simply for his appearance. He began as a gentle and sensitive being, who wanted 
to understand the emotions of others and express his own to them, finding the cottagers 
full of love and compassion, wanting to help them and wishing to end their sorrows when 
seeing them cry. The gargantuan man’s only option after William’s rejection is to force his 
creator to make a companion for him, believing someone who would be just like him in 
body would be the same in mind. The Monster is rejected yet again when Victor destroys his 
mate, finally making him realise his father is a cruel tyrant who does not wish for his 
creation’s happiness. 
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When the Creature murders for the first time, he sees it is a way to torment and finally 
reach Victor. He was aware Frankenstein feared and despised him, as when the Monster 
tried to communicate with him for the very first time, he placed his hand on his creator with 
the intention of making him stay. Frankenstein’s creation explains his reason to murder by 
saying, “I too can create desolation; my enemy is not invulnerable; this death will carry 
despair to him, and a thousand other miseries shall torment and destroy him” (Shelley, 
129). 
Killing is what makes the Monster a monster, but he explains it was hard for him to do and 
was needed in order to get to Victor and in order to bargain with him, since reasoning was 
out of the question. Walton points at the Monster being the villain since he murdered 
Victor’s loved ones, but the Creature replies, “Think you that the groans of Clerval were 
music to my ears? My heart was fashioned to be susceptible of love and sympathy; and 
when wretched by misery to vice and hatred, it did not endure the violence of the change, 
without torture such as you cannot even imagine” (Shelley, 204) – basically telling Walton 
that it was Victor’s selfishness and lack of empathy that forced him from a kind nature to a 
cruel one. This hints that the Monster was selfish himself for using innocent people for his 
revenge, although I understand his anger towards his father. There is no excuse for 
punishing innocents for someone else’s crime, and as the Monster seems to deem himself 
sinless, the Old Testament contradicts this with “The fathers shall not be put to death for 
the children, neither shall the children be put to death for the fathers: every man shall be 
put to death for his own sin” (Deuteronomy 24:16). 
The very idea that the Creature was created, dismissed and left alone to learn that society 
rejects him is what he despised the most. It only stung more when he learned that Victor 
was with his friends and family, hoping to forget the past and hope for happiness. He 
reasons that if he was created, his happiness should be assured by his creator as a natural 
rule and not let the creator dismiss his responsibilities and only seek his own happiness. The 
Monster is disgusted and horrified with what he has become, yet he says it is not his fault 
and wishes for a different outcome. If only Victor would have been more human to the 
creation. 
Seeing Frankenstein dead, the Creature feels neither victorious nor does he feel any sense 
of justice, as Victor was the only one who held the possibility of the Monster’s hope for 
happiness. He feels a connection to him, even after exclaiming that Victor is his last victim, 
he did not want their stories to end in that manner. The Monster begs forgiveness from him, 
but he cannot get it from the dead man, even though it was Victor’s own doing that led him 
to his fate. Although the Monster became cruel and evil in the eyes of everyone including 
himself, he again shows his sensitive side, by calling Victor generous and self-devoting. 
The gargantuan man does not get sympathy even at the very end, before his death. 
Absolutely nobody shows this loving and caring being any compassion, as Walton at the end 
accuses him of being a horrible fiend. The Creature points out the most important aspect of 
his and Victor’s personality: hypocrisy. He so desperately wished for love and fellowship to 
escape his loneliness, something Walton should have understood as he himself is plagued by 
the same desires, yet when he was denied so, he became the devil in Victor and Walton’s 
eyes. The Monster points out to Walton: “Am I to be thought the only criminal, when all 
human kind sinned against me? Why do you not hate Felix, who drove his friend from the 
door with contumely? Why do you not execrate the rustic who sought to destroy the 
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saviour of his child? Nay, these are virtuous and immaculate beings!” (Shelley, 206) With 
this statement, he tries to make the captain realise that others have faults as well, yet the 
Monster has to pay for them, making the hypocrisy of Walton and Victor more obvious. 
The Monster is a reflection of his creator but was raised in different circumstances, making 
him suffer through things Victor never experienced in his life. The Creature begins as a 
gentle giant and seemingly not at all like the young scientist, wishing to be part of nature 
and to show good towards others. He blames his change on his creator’s rejection and 
abandonment and gives him a chance to repent, yet is disappointed by the same man again. 
He then takes the lives of innocents in order to hurt Frankenstein and to get close to him, 
but in doing so, he becomes as hypocritical and sinful as his creator. 
It should be noted that the descriptions of the main two characters are important due to 
how differently the media presents them. In popular culture, the image of Victor 
Frankenstein became one of a mad scientist with a long white lab coat and protective 
goggles, spewing madness from his lips and losing touch with reality, while the image of the 
Monster is of Boris Karloff with a square head, two bolts in his neck and only being able to 
grunt a few words. They are the most important to the story and what the films centre on as 
well, so one must be clear of their original characteristics before comparing them to the 
changes they faced in cinema.
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What Genres Does Frankenstein Fit in? 
Before delving into the Gothic genre, other genres that are presented in Frankenstein 
should be analysed as well. After a short introduction to their presence within the book, I 
will look deeper into Gothic Fiction, what it is, its history and how Shelley used it. 
During the period of Romanticism, which is usually described taking place from near the end 
of the 18th century to the first half of the 19th century, there was a strong emphasis on 
human emotions, nature and romantic settings. Poets and writers such as William 
Wordsworth, Lord Byron, John Keats, the Shelleys and others come to mind as the 
representatives of the movement. It is why Mary Shelley’s novel falls into the category of 
Romantic novels – simply because of the time period and some traditional traits it shares, 
including glorification of nature, awareness and deep descriptions of emotions and themes 
of solitude.2 
Sci-fi 
As stated, Frankenstein falls primarily into the category of Gothic fiction, as it combines 
elements of horror, death, strong emotions, romance and, to some degree, supernatural 
elements. The supernatural elements are a debatable subject, because the creation of the 
Monster is rather all explained as the work of man, as impossible as it would be in real life. 
This is why Frankenstein also belongs to the category of science fiction. Science fiction 
draws inspiration from real scientific studies and theories and develops them in an 
unrealistic manner. The more important aspect of the genre is that the scientific aspects 
reach the realms of impossibility and are recognised as untrue. In A Glossary of Literary 
Terms the genre is described as follows: “an explicit attempt is made to render plausible the 
fictional world by reference to known or imagined scientific principles, or to a projected 
advance in technology, or to a drastic change in the organization of society” (Abrams, 1999, 
279). 
Science fiction is the secondary genre in Frankenstein, with the main character Victor 
Frankenstein having been a scientist since he was young. He is interested in works of nature 
and how to manipulate them, studying different materials from old alchemy to modern 
sciences like natural science and chemistry. His work on the Monster is presented as a 
scientific project, describing Victor collecting body parts of the dead and preparing different 
tools and chemicals in his laboratory. 
                                                          
2
 Because the Gothic genre will be explained in more detail, as it holds more importance in this thesis, I have separated it 
into a section of its own, following this one.  
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The main narrative still remains more scientific than Gothic: the consequences of science 
overstepping its boundaries. Buchen wrote that with science and alchemy combined, Victor 
does not want to equal himself to God, but bypass him or her (1977). On the subject of 
Frankenstein being more occult-like or scientific, U.C. Knoepflmacher wrote in “Thoughts on 
the Aggression of Daughters”:  “Science in Frankenstein is, of course, pseudo-science” 
(1979). This means Shelley chose enough modern science elements to make it seem more 
believable yet the very centre idea of the story is impossible: bringing a body to life out of 
virtually nothing.  
Buchen states that Shelley favours neither the occult nor science and that Frankenstein joins 
the occult with science. He argues that the empty spots that science cannot fill are filled by 
the occult and vice versa (1977). This is perhaps why the idea that Shelley’s work belongs to 
science fiction could seem far-fetched to some, after all, bringing life into a dead being or 
reanimating a dead body is a common trope seen in horror and fantasy genres, where the 
supernatural takes the main stage. Curran, meanwhile, brings up more scientific elements of 
Frankenstein, with the story beginning with Walton being motivated by scientific discovery 
by travelling to the North Pole, making a link to magnetism and the electrochemistry with 
Victor’s laboratory, interest in chemistry and galvanism (Curran, 2001). On the other hand, a 
simpler explanation of why Shelley chose a scientist for her story and thus making it a 
science fiction was “simply the result of wanting to do something different from the Gothic 
novels of supernatural horror which had already become tedious and passé” (Stableford, 
1995). 
Whether or not this is a good representation of the genre, Shelley is a pioneer of the science 
fiction genre. Frankenstein created a few building blocks of the genre and other authors 
eventually defined it more clearly. This is not to suggest that all science fiction ties to Shelley 
though, as there are been many different forms of it with completely different beginnings, 
including Science Fantasy (which features sci-fi with fantasy creatures such as unicorns or 
elves), Cyberpunk (which features sci-fi elements in dystopian future settings), and Spy-fi 
(which features sci-fi elements with the setting often being during the Cold War with spy 
characters).  
Horror  
According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, the word horror derives from the Latin verb 
horrēre, which had more than one meaning: 
to stand up, to bristle 
to have a rough, unkempt appearance 
to shudder, to shiver (with cold) 
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to tremble (with fear) 
Later on, ‘to bristle’ is what became the central idea of the Latin noun horror, as in to make 
one’s hair stand on end, and so nowadays the word still has a similar meaning, and horror 
fiction is therefore not that complex to understand. It aims to horrify or terrify readers.  
Some consider Shelley’s work to be one that belongs in the horror fiction section as well, 
with the main idea being that it brings out intense anxiety or fear within its readers. J. A. 
Cuddon defined the genre in The Penguin Book of Horror Stories as literature “which shocks 
or frightens the reader, or perhaps induces a feeling of repulsion or loathing,” adding that 
some horror fiction may be comical or serio-comical in nature. Continuing to the traits that 
horror stories usually have, he lists supernatural elements, dark themes such as murder, 
suicide, torture and madness, occult and quasi-occult elements (Cuddon, 1984). Feelings of 
loss, tremendous guilt, spirals into madness and overall hellish scenery is therefore common 
with the goal of creating suspense and horrifying readers, so it also usually touches upon 
taboo themes.  
In this case, Frankenstein fits neatly into the horror fiction genre, with Victor’s constant 
intense feelings of guilt and madness being at the forefront, the threat of the disfigured 
giant man always looming, the touch upon the taboo themes such as grave robbing and 
reanimating the dead and murder. The sense of dread and fear is present in almost every 
chapter and readers are forced to use their imagination for the more gruesome details, 
amplifying their own anxiety.  
Due to their similarities, the Gothic and horror genres are often equated or confused with 
one another, blurring the line between them even more. Sometimes when looking through 
literature genres, Radcliffe’s or Poe’s work, considered to be quintessential Gothic fiction, 
may also be placed under horror, just like Frankenstein. The matter becomes more 
confusing when such works are placed under Gothic horror fiction.  
Chris Angelis wrote on this matter by defining horror and science fiction as ‘modes’ of the 
Gothic genre: 
Of course this is only a starting point. But it is precisely the concept of a mode that 
allows us to take into consideration the idea of a continuum. A novel can be both 
Gothic and science fiction; it can be both horror and science fiction; it can be both 
Gothic and horror. (2018) 
In other words, Frankenstein can easily be considered both Gothic and horror fiction or 
Gothic horror. There is significant genre overlap and Shelley’s work would fit in both groups 
equally yet the lack of supernatural elements might make one see it as ‘less horror, more 
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Gothic.’ Another trait that is rare in horror is the long descriptions of nature, something that 
was favoured by the famed Gothic writers Shelley and Ann Radcliffe.  
Gothic Fiction in Literature 
Before continuing to delve into the Gothic, one must understand where it all began. The 
very first use of the term Goth was to describe the Germanic tribes, whom the Romans 
associated with barbarism and ignorance. Later, the Gothic era became a European art 
period, beginning sometime in the 12th century and ending sometime in the 16th century.  
The architecture was tall and imposing, giving off an aura of greatness and mystery while 
the paintings were no longer showing perfect harmonious moments and instead showed 
suffering and pain, such as Jesus with a pained expression and bloodied on the cross. After 
the Gothic era, the Renaissance came into being, calling itself the era of rebirth, as the 
Middle Ages were and often still are perceived as times of darkness of ignorance, another 
way of associating it with barbarism.  
This is why we often now associate the word with something dark, mysterious or connect 
Gothic with horror. Consider, for example, the modern idea of the Gothic art style that had 
a revival within the 1980’s as a subgroup of Punk, with bands such as The Cure, Siouxie and 
the Banshees, Bauhaus and Joy Division developing and shaping the subculture, basing it on 
dark makeup, black clothing and Gothic films and novels of the past. Shelley’s Frankenstein 
and Bram Stoker’s Dracula can be considered as the Gothic Bibles for the lifestyle. 
A Gothic work of fiction usually has a few the following elements: mystery, suspense, death, 
murder, dark settings with a medieval appearance, taking place in the past (again pointing 
back to the name, Gothic times or medieval times), has villainous characters (usually one 
villain that is immediately feared by others), supernatural elements, detailed descriptions of 
emotions, feelings of dread, guilt, fear and other similar aspects. 
In the 18th century, the term was used to signify something as barbarous, medieval and 
supernatural, akin to a derogatory term for an art piece that did not fit the standards of the 
neoclassical society of the time (Botting, 2005, 15). With the world changing at a quicker 
pace than before, the industrial revolution emerging and Enlightenment philosophies on 
everyone’s minds, a fascination with the past grew as well, with chivalry of the medieval 
times along with violence, magical elements, malevolent upper-classers and other themes 
alike gained more interest.  
The Gothic fiction genre was relatively new at the time of Frankenstein, and the very first to 
be considered as the beginner of the genre is Horace Walpole, with the publication of The 
Castle of Otranto in 1764, who used the term ‘Gothic’ in a sense of deriving from the Middle 
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Ages (Kennedy, 2020). The term was chosen because of the use of medieval settings such as 
old castles, monasteries, dungeons or ruins, etc. 
Botting adds that “Gothic atmospheres—gloomy and mysterious —have repeatedly 
signalled the disturbing return of pasts upon presents and evoked emotions of terror and 
laughter” (2005, 1). The past medieval times are chosen as a setting in order to justify 
outdated beliefs of the characters, as such were appropriate for the time that the story was 
set in. To provide a useful example, Clara Reeve’s The Old English Baron, first published in 
1777, is considered to be one of the works that pushes the Gothic fiction genre into 
popularity, and in it, Reeve writes in the preface: 
This Story is the literary offspring of The Castle of Otranto, written upon the same 
plan, with a design to unite the most attractive and interesting circumstances of the 
ancient Romance and modern Novel. (1777, 3) 
She defined it as a mixture between the modern Novel at the time and ancient Romance, 
not entirely grounded in reality and not quite as fantastical as either of those genres.  
Elements of Importance That Tie in to the Gothic Genre in Frankenstein  
The Occult and Science Marriage or the Explained Supernatural  
Although supernatural elements are considered a principal item for a Gothic literature work, 
one of the most important Gothic writers did not use it as one would expect. That author is 
Ann Radcliffe, who in 1794 published Mysteries of Udolpho, a work that gained a lot of 
attention at the time and in which she explains away the supernatural occurrences. Ann 
Radcliffe’s characters in her works face horrors that appear supernatural at first, but turn 
out to be just a warped sense of reality, so she used “explained supernatural.” An example 
of this would be how the main character thinks she saw a rotting corpse behind a curtain, 
but it is in fact a melting wax figure. She also hears voices at night, thinking the castle she’s 
in is haunted, but those turn out to be the voices of the servants talking at night. Radcliffe is 
not exactly a horror author, but she does terrify readers in a different way.  
Like Radcliffe, Shelley similarly uses the explained supernatural. She showed interest in a 
particular subject from a young age: the occult. In the 19th century, people of England and 
the United States became fascinated with spiritualism, bringing séances and mediums into 
the spotlight. Many social gatherings found entertainment in discussing ghosts or other 
unexplained phenomena, with séances and medium readings being a party highlight. 
Although her father denied the existence of spiritualism and believed it all to be of man’s 
imagination, that did not stop Mary from engaging in séances and other occult 
experimentation with her sisters. It should also be noted that her father had an extensive 
library with many books on such subjects, which his daughter read avidly about (Gerson, 
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2015, 22). Although she did not believe in the occult, there is no doubt that the idea of it 
entertained her.  
Shelley’s interest in the occult led to Frankenstein having somewhat supernatural elements, 
the idea of an invisible threat that is always looming nearby, waiting to strike. The mere idea 
of a monster, the unnatural and grotesque appearance of the Creature, could all be 
connected to Mary’s interest in the occult, yet like Radcliffe’s supernatural elements, the 
Creature’s origin is clear and explained, though still somehow more magical.  
Evidence of the occult within Frankenstein occurs very early, with Victor’s interest in 
alchemy and the works of Cornelius Agrippa, Albertus Magnus and Paracelsus. Agrippa, 
known for his occult works, wrote a particular piece called Declamation on the Nobility and 
Preeminence of the Female Sex in 1529, pronouncing the theological and moral superiority 
of women, which might have brought interest to Shelley’s feminist side. In his analysis, also 
titled Declamation on the Nobility and Preeminence of the Female Sex, Albert Rabil Jr. 
interprets the following from the original text:  
The many virtues of women also point to their superiority; these are modesty, purity, 
primary role in procreation, piety and compassion, greater capacity for sex, positive 
qualities of pregnancy and menstruation, ability to conceive without a male, superior 
eloquence. Not only does Scripture confirm these virtues, but Scripture also proves, 
by contrast, that original sin came through Adam, not Eve. Christ took the form of a 
male because it was men who needed redeeming. But Christ chose to be born of a 
woman without a man; and he appeared first to women after his resurrection. 
Scripture further proves the superiority of women by looking more favorably on the 
evil actions of women than on the good actions of men. (Rabil, 1996, 13) 
These men wrote of many unexplored ideas based on different sciences.  Some were 
adapted and some that were dismissed due to their fantastical nature. Although the very 
idea of bringing a corpse to life can be considered the most fantastical element of all. The 
idea was bordering on supernatural at the time Frankenstein was published and it still does 
today. 
The process of giving life to Frankenstein’s creation is never explained but it can be 
considered the marriage of science and the occult or the modern and the late scientific 
ideas. There are readers and critics who deem the work “is a cautionary tale against a 
science” (Ziolkowski, 1981), while others say Shelley’s “attitude toward the occult thus 
seems to be neither one of endorsement nor condemnation, but rather of profound 
hesitation” (Buchen, 1977). Due to how science is presented in Frankenstein though, with 
the fantastical idea of bringing someone back to life, a known impossibility at that time as it 
is today,  Knoepflmacher calls Shelley’s work one of pseudo-science, meaning it is presented 
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in a way to be believable with the scientific terms and ideas used, but is in fact not plausible 
at all (1979).  
Pseudo-science would be a good fit, as it joins both the occult and science together. Victor 
used modern science to create something that was dismissed by the field, which could be 
read as a criticism towards the scientific revolution of that time. At the University of 
Ingolstadt, he speaks to Professor Krempe, who only accepts the virtues of science and 
ridicules the ideas of the alchemists, and Professor Waldman, who praises the virtues of 
science and the visions of the alchemists as well. It is Professor Waldman that becomes 
Victor’s mentor as well, indicating the creation is the result of alchemist and scientific ideas.  
Victor is a character who already has what many would envy. He has a loving family, friends, 
education, a good home, safety, a sweetheart. It could be what led him to his obsession 
with alchemy, the obsession with the secrets of one’s soul, the origins, life itself at the very 
beginning: the obsession with what is unknown to man and attempting to make it known. 
This is a fantastical and therefore occult element, as he searches for his own cosmic 
completion. As with science, the unknown or the occult themes within Frankenstein can be 
viewed as a warning from Shelley not to prod at the supernatural and unexplained, as it is 
beyond our understanding. Buchen deems the occult or alchemy as being the other half of 
Victor, with science trying to use rationality and reason to fit the missing puzzle pieces 
where the occult needs them (Buchen, 1977). 
We can define the relationship of science with alchemy in this novel, therefore, to be a 
mixture of both, ending up with horrible consequences. As stated earlier, Shelley did not 
believe in the occult, but Frankenstein clearly stands as a cautionary tale about science as 
well. The very idea is within the title of her work, Frankenstein; or, the Modern Prometheus. 
The second half of the title is often omitted nowadays in the reprinting of the story (it was 
published anonymously under the original title but only as Frankenstein upon its second 
publication with Mary Shelley’s name attached to it), but it is a reference to the myth of a 
Prometheus (see below). He is regarded as a symbol of science and a warning for one who 
strives for knowledge without the thought of risks and consequences the quest might hold 
for them.  
When we speak of pseudo-science in Frankenstein, we speak of the scientific ideas that 
were new at the time when Shelley wrote the book and presented them in a way to make 
the creation of the Monster almost seem believable. In her 1831 Preface to Frankenstein, 
Shelley mentions ‘galvanism’ as an inspiration to the story as well. Luigi Galvani, an Italian 
physician, is credited as the discoverer of ‘animal electricity,’ when in 1780, he observed the 
twitching of the legs of a dissected frog when they were accidentally struck by an electric 
spark. This is an addition of a modern scientific idea, one that could perhaps reanimate the 
dead even, although Victor tells of his study of galvanism, that is not mentioned outside of it 
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just being one of his interests. One could theorise that the element of galvanism was added 
to explain the supernatural and make the very creation of the Monster more believable.  
The meaning of this work is not to warn of scientific research or condone any advancement, 
nor is it a warning to stay away from the occult. It is a warning to those who do not fully 
contemplate the consequences of their work as such mistakes may bring trouble to them or 
others later in life.  
Morality at Play or Playing God 
Often in Gothic fiction we come across a specific type of character: the ultimate villain who 
is clearly to blame for the misfortunes of the characters. It ultimately leads one to believe 
the story has two sides: the good and the bad. Shelley, however, created the main 
characters Victor, the Monster and Walton as somewhat ambiguous when it comes to being 
good or bad. We can both understand their pain yet also judge them for their deeds, we can 
excuse their actions or condemn them at the same time and we are entirely left to ourselves 
to decide whether a character is truly a villain or a hero. Whatever Frankenstein speaks 
against, be it the hubris of man, the overstepping of scientific boundaries, the issues of 
societal views between classes or patriarchal horrors, it can be considered a morality tale 
where the character who does wrong also gets punished for his mistakes. The morality issue 
is already raised by Shelley in the title of the story: Frankenstein; or, the Modern 
Prometheus. The tale goes as follows: Prometheus, a Titan god of fire, creates humans out 
of clay. He defies the other gods by stealing fire and giving it to the humans to create 
civilisation, which leads Zeus, King of the Olympian gods, to condemn him to eternal 
torment as a punishment. Prometheus is chained to a rock where an eagle comes to eat his 
liver. Overnight, the liver regrows and the eagle shows up again the next day to eat it again, 
therefore making Prometheus stuck in eternal torture. 
Before Shelley, it was the Gothic author Matthew Gregory Lewis who already used the idea 
of a character comparing themselves to a god, namely, in his famous work The Monk, 
published in 1796. When it comes to morality in Lewis’ work, characters who give in to their 
desires meet their end and thus The Monk can be considered a morality tale. Shelley’s 
character Victor can be considered to be similar in that aspect, because he gives in to his 
desire to create something ungodly and as with Lewis’ Gothic, innocents die because of his 
mistake before he ultimately faces the last torturous punishment and death himself. The 
trope can be called a character’s fall from grace, beginning in an idyllic state and ending in a 
horrible one. Lewis’ villainous character in The Monk oversteps the boundaries of man and 
while believing he is stepping into godhood, he actually steps into the Devil’s territory. Just 
like Victor, he believes he will be worshipped and adored and be seen as a god to his 
creation, but it ends up as a completely reversed situation, minus the supernatural.  
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Before delving into the theme of characters presenting themselves as gods or wishing for 
godhood, one must understand the God complex before ascribing it to someone. The term 
was first used by Ernest Jones, MD, a disciple of Sigmund Freud, describing an individual 
who has a narcissistic personality as believing themselves to be God, showing traits like 
arrogance, greed, aloofness, inflated sense of self-importance and being able to make great 
changes (McLemee, 2001). According to Jones, these individuals have excessive narcissism 
which leads to “an excessive admiration for and confidence in one’s own powers, 
knowledge, and qualities, both physical and mental” (1951, 247). In short, the ones who are 
accused of having a “God complex” are not perceived as positive people at all and only show 
care towards themselves or towards others when it suits their needs or helps them achieve 
something for themselves.  
Arguably the most important theme of Frankenstein is the idea of man playing God and the 
consequences of it as they leave morality aside. From the comparison of Frankenstein with 
Prometheus in the title to the actual creation of the Monster, dooming Victor and all his 
loved ones. Victor does show signs of having a God complex, as he was not thinking of the 
creature’s well-being, but his own. Kelsey Stimpfl argues that the reason for his God 
complex is the fact that he grew up with wealth and safety, with his family being respected 
and he could ultimately not be touched (2015, 4–5). She continues that it is why he sees 
himself as superior as his parents worshipped him as a god since he was born. We cannot, 
however, know truly if Victor is speaking the truth or if he was merely adored or actually 
worshipped. This is what ultimately skews his idea of what is considered moral and what is 
not. 
Although Victor gives the impression that his intentions were for the good of humanity as he 
stated, he is enchanted with the scientific potential of this discovery in the sense of inflating 
his own ego, making himself seem more remarkable than before. It is a definite comparison 
to God, as Victor is determined to go beyond the established limits of science at the time. 
He does not choose to reanimate a dead body, he chooses to create his own body and bring 
it to life, as we see in the following: “I will pioneer a new way, explore unknown powers, and 
unfold to the world the deepest mysteries of creation” (Shelley, 49).  
Buchen argues that Victor does not want to be equal to God, but to supersede him (1977). 
Were he to just reanimate the dead, he would simply revive one of God’s creatures that has 
already passed away and therefore be able to help humanity in some way, but by choosing 
to make a being by his very own hands, he shows yet again another narcissistic trait. 
Not only does Victor wish to create life from nothing, he states a desire for being revered as 
a god, that this creation would praise him: “A new species would bless me as its creator and 
its source” (Shelley, 55). Frankenstein wants to create his very own creature, he does not 
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want to raise one of God’s own creations (that being a human that has already died or 
perhaps some animal) as he wishes to be able to mould a man from clay just the same.  
Victor Frankenstein formed the creature into a gigantic man, with not enough attention 
given to the creature’s features, to make sure that when animated, they would not appear 
horrifying. The appearance he gave his creation is what caused others to run away or 
attempt to kill the monster, making him a cruel and selfish God. This is close to W.W. 
Jacob’s “The Monkey’s Paw,” perhaps with a similar moral of not changing nature’s 
decisions. In Jacob’s story, the main characters make a decision that breaks the laws of 
nature and life and come to immediately regret their actions. Once something is dead, it is 
dead for a reason and one should not play God.  
Another testament to Victor’s self-importance is how he understands the Monster’s words 
“I will be with you on your wedding-night.” He believes he is the Creature’s intended victim 
and does not spare a thought on his family or loved ones even though the Monster had 
already murdered William and incriminated Justine, leading to her death as well. Evidently 
this becomes a downfall yet again when it is revealed that the monster murdered Elizabeth, 
making her pay the price for her husband’s failure to have an epiphany about his own doing. 
If Frankenstein thought about her instead of himself when the Creature left with those 
threatening words, perhaps he would have created the Monster’s mate again and keep his 
promise. 
In Justine’s case, he does not bother to try, while Elizabeth is doing everything she can to try 
and save Justine from being hanged, she decides to speak to the court knowing that it will 
not be received well by society for a woman of her status to defend a housekeeper. On the 
other hand, Victor seems to feel mostly sorry for himself, for suffering with the feeling of 
guilt and shows clear distress, more so than Justine who knows she is going to be sentenced 
to death. When he visits Justine with Elizabeth to speak to her about her confession, the 
maid states: 
I do not fear to die [...], that pang is past. God raises my weakness and gives me 
courage to endure the worst. I leave a sad and bitter world; and if you remember me 
and think of me as one unjustly condemned, I am resigned to the fate awaiting me. 
Learn from me, dear lady, to submit in patience to the will of heaven! (Shelley, 75) 
While Justine is saying she is not afraid to die, Victor hides in the corner, explaining to the 
readers he wishes to hide his pain. By doing so, it ultimately could be theorised that he is 
wishing for attention subconsciously, as Elizabeth, his love, is giving all her attention to their 
housemaid and her dearest friend. Justine’s words can be seen as being addressed to Victor 
as well, urging him to accept his fate for his wrongdoings, which Victor ignores. 
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Even though Victor blames himself for the deaths of William and Justine and thinks of 
committing suicide, he decides against it. His reasoning for not committing suicide is that he 
is thinking of the well-being of his family and loved ones, stating, “should I by my base 
desertion leave them exposed and unprotected to the malice of the fiend whom I had let 
loose among them” (Shelley, 78–79), but in the end his decision might have been the reason 
for more horror that comes later. Perhaps if he did indeed commit suicide, although his 
family would grieve, the Monster would have nobody to take his vengeance on and thus it 
would most likely have ended like it did originally, with the Creature stating he is alone and 
disappearing. Victor says he has a duty to protect his loved ones, but at the very end, again, 
he is only thinking of himself as he arms himself and lets Elizabeth die.  
Victor Frankenstein’s treatment of his very own creation reflects his true nature, as the 
creature is not regarded as a human being from the very beginning, with Victor not 
regarding it as a threat nor as anything worthy of his time, eventually easing him out of his 
mind until the Monster forces his way back into his life. He does not think of searching for 
the monster until the death of his younger brother William, which shows he is not 
interested in how the Monster fares or how it might be terrorising other innocent people.  
As soon as the Creature awakens, Victor rejects him, explaining his actions with the 
following words:  
Unable to endure the aspect of the being I had created, I rushed out the room, and 
continues a long time traversing my bedchamber, unable to compose my mind to 
sleep (Shelley, 44). 
This points to his God complex again as he is unable to accept failure. He instead shows fear 
and disgust, as a god was not supposed to fail in anything or have any faults.  
The Monster recognises that Victor cannot compare himself to God since the scientist made 
his creation look so hideous that even he himself had run away from him. He says how God 
made humans in his own image, beautiful and alluring, but Victor making a man resulted in 
horror, therefore equating himself with Victor. The Creature states so in the following:  
Accursed creator! Why did you form a monster so hideous that even YOU turned 
from me in disgust? God, in pity, made man beautiful and alluring, after his own 
image; but my form is a filthy type of yours, more horrid even from the very 
resemblance (Shelley, 118) 
However, the Monster did not show evil and only wished for companionship, comparing 
himself with Adam yet again, wishing for an “Eve to soothe his sorrows” as he was alone. In 
that way, saying that Victor is worse God for only creating one creature, eternally alone. 
Theodore Ziolkowski claims in his essay “Science, Frankenstein, and Myth” that like Adam, 
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the Creature is not tainted by original sin as the scientific creation is deemed morally neutral 
while leaning more towards good nature, it is the human society that tainted the Monster 
(1981). With this we ultimately understand the unfairness of being born and abandoned and 
readers can empathise with Frankenstein’s creation. 
When they finally meet and speak to each other for the first time, Victor immediately 
expresses his hatred for his creation, calling him many insulting names, such as ‘fiend’ or 
‘demon’, and is already attempting to physically fight the gargantuan man. This is akin to 
Zeus or God in the Old Testament, for wanting to destroy what was created: the human 
race.  
Another influence of Shelley was Paradise Lost by John Milton, mentioned also by the 
Creature himself as he read it. A quote used in Frankenstein in the 1818 version was taken 
from Paradise Lost, making direct connection to the Creature and Victor’s first dialogue 
between them.  
Did I request thee, Maker, from my Clay 
To mould me Man? Did I solicit thee 
From darkness to promote me? 
Paradise Lost, X, 743–745 
Sometimes Victor compared himself with Satan for what he had created, not because of 
how he treated the creature, but because of his own failure and how he might have 
doomed humanity. Yet in the quotation above, there is a connection of Victor and the 
Monster to God and Adam. The Creature did not ask to be born, he was forced into life and 
into the horrible suffering, being rejected by all. Frankenstein’s creation does not 
understand why he was made if only to be hated, and if he was created simply because of 
the selfishness of his creator, then he does not need to excuse his own horrible deeds later 
on.  
Regardless of whether Victor or the Monster is the true villain or both of them are, it is 
evident that their morality is askew, bringing horror to themselves and everyone around 
them and making the reader pose morality questions, as Gothic fiction ultimately should. 
Our morality is also challenged from the Creature’s side as he was not born naturally and 
was not raised by anyone who could impose their own morals onto him. The Monster’s 
morals were created by the Monster himself.  
Sublime Nature 
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Both Radcliffe’s works and Shelley’s Frankenstein share also the long and detailed 
descriptions of picturesque settings, with nature being the key element. Radcliffe uses 
haunting castles and dark hallways to contrast the descriptions of sublime nature, yet 
Shelley does not. She uses nature instead to also portray tense and anxious moments, like 
the empty Arctic that makes one feel truly alone. Sometimes with beautiful nature 
surroundings, horror is introduced, such as when Victor and the Monster meet for the first 
time after its creation.  
Frankenstein lacks darkened and damp dungeons or barely standing houses, but expresses a 
lot of dread with imagery at certain times. Shelley’s novel is a quintessential Romantic novel 
in the sense that nature is described in detail and being the only comforting setting for the 
main character, not giving any sense of dread or mystery but of tranquillity. 
The most typical Gothic setting from Frankenstein is the very wedding night Elizabeth is 
murdered, where a sudden storm comes along shortly before her demise, which already 
foreshadows what is to come. The most tragic and dreadful description comes when 
Elizabeth’s body is discovered, “She was there, lifeless and inanimate, thrown across the 
bed, her head hanging down, and her pale and distorted features half covered by her hair” 
(Shelley, 180). This description is a harsh contrast compared to the beauty and tranquillity 
that surrounded them right before they reached the inn.  
Shelley uses different elements in order to convey the image of mystery and anxiety. The 
very first and last setting is the Arctic, the cold and unforgiving and utterly empty North. All 
readers can imagine is white snow, ice, the ocean and perhaps a snowstorm. It is the image 
of isolation and loneliness. In this dreadful scenery, Robert Walton realises he suffers from 
loneliness and desperately wishes for a companion. In his fourth letter to his sister 
Margaret, he describes the ship becoming stuck in the snow – “we were nearly surrounded 
by ice, which closed in the ship on all sides, scarcely leaving her the sea-room in which she 
floated. Our situation was somewhat dangerous, especially as we were compassed round by 
a very thick fog” (Shelley, 11) – adding a feeling of dread and danger immediately by low 
visibility and low mobility. Stuck in the middle of nowhere with no one to call for help is a 
fear of many. After waiting in hopes of the weather changing, the mist cleared away and 
Walton sees what he describes as “stretched out in every direction, vast and irregular plains 
of ice, which seemed to have no end (Shelley, 11), again an image of hopelessness.  
There is another setting that describes isolation, the scarcely populated Orkney Island that 
Victor inhabits while working on the Monster’s mate. He intentionally chooses a remote 
location in order to be hidden, describing it as a perfect location for his work: 
It was a place fitted for such a work, being hardly more than a rock, whose high sides 
were continually beaten upon by the waves. The soil was barren, scarcely affording 
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pasture for a few miserable cows, and oatmeal for its inhabitants, which consisted of 
five persons, whose gaunt and scraggy limbs gave tokens of their miserable fare. 
(Shelley, 149) 
It is at this location that he witnesses the Monster in a truly ghastly way, as Shelley 
describes a terrifying image fitting for a Gothic horror novel, “on looking up, I saw, by the 
light of the moon, the daemon at the casement. A ghastly grin wrinkled his lips as he gazed 
on me, where I sat fulfilling the task which he had allotted to me” (Shelley, 152). 
The image presents us the malice and evil of the Monster, how its horrible appearance is 
the very last straw for Victor, truly believing his creation to be evil now and deciding to 
destroy his unanimated mate.  
If there is another setting that conveys the imagery of a Gothic scenery, it is Victor’s 
laboratory in Ingolstadt. His laboratory is described as a “cell” (either meaning 
metaphorically or literally) and is separated from the rest of the house, being on the very 
top floor. He also describes it as his “workshop of filthy creation” (Shelley, 41), as he had 
dissecting and slaughter-house materials furnishing the place. As he collected items such as 
body parts, organs and bones and he was interested in the nature of electricity and 
chemistry, one can only use their own imagination to how his laboratory would look like, 
and with the fact that he has been isolated for two years working on his creation, it could 
perhaps be in a disordered state and untidy. When the Monster is eventually awakened 
with life in that very workshop, the night is described as a “dreary November night” (Shelley, 
44), giving the whole process a darker tone than before, with the elements of night time and 
bad weather, today perhaps seen as an overused Gothic element. 
In brief, Shelley, like her peers in the Romantic era, paid a lot of attention to nature and 
along with Radcliffe established it as an important trait of the Gothic literature genre at the 
time. The long descriptions of these romantic settings create a strong contrast compared to 




I intend on analysing the Gothic elements within the films of Frankenstein, so it is important 
that we know what those mean in the sense of film. While they are similar to Gothic fiction 
writing, there are still a few elements of difference due to the evolution of film being 
different than the evolution of writing, since film had its beginning in the late 19th century 
and early 20th century while literature has been around for much, much longer.  
My hypothesis is that the adaptations of Shelley’s Frankenstein focus more on the ‘Gothic 
film’ elements, with adding elements that are popular within the film genre and dismissing 
or lessening the ‘Gothic literature’ elements, which are the original Gothic elements 
featured in Shelley’s novel. For instance, they might feature erotica, which is a common trait 
for Gothic films but Shelley’s original work had no such element within it while they might 
not feature the idea of God versus man at all. I will focus on both literary and film Gothic 
elements in the films and determine which prove to be more dominant. 
Before that, however, I will present Gothic film and how it differs from literature.  
There is no definite genre called the Gothic genre within film. These films fall under the 
category of thriller, horror or even comedy with Gothic element, which, like in literature, 
feature a strong aura of mystery, suspense, dark settings, supernatural elements, death and 
similar themes. Still, it mostly falls under the genre of horror when talking about Gothic 
films, as anything that is used to terrify the audience, along with gore (bloodshed, butchery 
or heavy violence), is considered horror. In fact, the term “horror” began to show up more 
in films after WWII. Before then, films with Gothic elements were just labelled as ‘mystery’, 
‘gothique’, thriller’, ‘eerie’, ‘uncanny’ and so on. It was only later that they were mostly 
swallowed up into one category and called “horror.”  
The earliest examples given of Gothic in film form are usually The Cabinet of Dr Caligari from 
1920 and Nosferatu from 1922, but there were some films before who held a Gothic spirit, 
one of them being Frankenstein from The Edison Company, which was already made in 
1910. Thus, we know that Gothic film had its start when film itself started. It is only difficult 
to count such short films as Gothic, as we only see 1-to-3-minute long shorts when films 
began and eventually by 1910 when Frankenstein was made, the films would be around 10 
minutes long.  
To pin down what exactly makes a film a Gothic one is difficult, and in The Gothic on Screen, 
Kavka shortened the idea as “the Gothic is about fear, localized in the shape of something 
monstrous which electrifies the collective mind,” but also continues to say that unlike other 
horror films, it centres on paranoia, the blurring of boundaries and the fear of a return of 
something that has been expelled. The work also states that films do not focus so much on 
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characters or plots to try and create fear within its audience, but visuals – “through 
spectacle” (Kavka, 2002, 210). They continue with, “the Gothic is thus not quite that of 
horror, which is our response to having confronted something monstrous, rather, it bears 
witness to the permeability of boundaries, which is the point at which monstrosity begins to 
arise” (2002, 228). 
The films became almost synonymous with the idea of the ‘uncanny’ due to the strong 
shocking visuals, meant to strike fear into the hearts of viewers. To explain what uncanny 
means within the Gothic or horror genre, one has to know of the “uncanny valley,” a term 
coined by Masahiro Mori in 1970, who described it as human replicas with some human and 
some non-human features, causing inconsistencies within the human replicas and causing 
unease and fear to the individual observing it (1970, 98–100). In general, uncanny valley is 
often associated with films or art forms that have achieved the effect unintentionally, as in 
the film Beowulf from 2007 or The Polar Express from 2004, which showed human 3D-
rendered characters with just enough human features and enough non-human elements 
that made some viewers uneasy (MacDorman, Chattopadhyay, 2016, 190). For horror films 
or Gothic films, uneasiness and fear is exactly what the film makers strive to create within 
the audience’s hearts, an important element in the Gothic film genre.  
When it comes to literature, we have to use our imagination when reading about an 
appearance of a character, but with Shelley’s work, we don’t have detailed descriptions of 
the characters at all, giving the film makers a lot of freedom when it comes to designing 
their looks. This freedom, however, comes at a cost. There will be a lot of pressure from the 
viewers who read the book as they already had their own images of the characters ingrained 
within their imagination.  
While Shelley used elements like the untouched scenery of the Arctic to emit seclusion and 
anxiety, Gothic films are far more dramatic, akin to the Gothic works before Shelley’s 
Frankenstein, where gloomy castles on top of cliffs loom over a dark forest, the moon hangs 
low in the sky and illuminates the howling wolves, cemeteries are covered with fog and 
suspicious characters traverse through the hidden passageways.  
These films seem to emphasise something else as well, elements of erotica and violence, 
even though in Gothic literature a death can simply be ‘off-screen’ or implied, like in 
Shelley’s own work where we don’t actually read about the Monster strangling anyone but 
just see the results. As for the erotica within literature, if any, it is subtle. In her book A New 
Companion to The Gothic, Heidi Kaye defined Gothic film as the one with “strong visuals, a 
focus on sexuality and an emphasis on audience response” (2012, 240) while Stephen 
Carver wrote in “Gothic Film: A Brief History”: “Good gothic *films+ should be erotic and 
sadistic” (2013,).  
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To sum up, Gothic films feature more dramatic scenery with a stronger sense of mystery. 
Erotica and violence are considered a must and the visuals should convey a strong sense of 
horror to induce fear (the uncanny valley effect). They centre on paranoia and the constant 
looming threat of something that has been expelled to return. 
This is why these are the elements I will pay most attention to and are the ones I will write 
about if they take the lead over the original elements Shelley wrote about, which are 
sensibility, morality, God complex, damsel in distress, sublime nature and nature versus 
nurture.  
The Films 
In order to create a list of films to analyse, I prepared a criterion for them. The first and 
most important rule is that the films are clearly based on Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. They 
can have more than one source but the film should still be an adaptation of the original 
book. This means a cameo appearance of one of the characters in another film, like in 
Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein, does not count. The second rule is that the film is of 
similar genre: gothic, drama, thriller, horror. The main genre must still be gothic and the film 
must not be horror-based in its core (with gory and shocking visuals being the main idea for 
the film), such as Mario Mancini’s Frankenstein ’80 (1972), filled with nudity and gore. 
Action and comedy therefore are not fit, so a film like Mel Brooks’ Young Frankenstein or 
Tim Burton’s Frankenweenie do not fit. The third rule is that sequels and prequels do not 
count, as they stray further away from the original text. This means Universal’s 1931 
Frankenstein will be featured but the sequel, Bride of Frankenstein, will not be analysed.  
Often the Frankenstein films are constituted as such simply because a character from the 
novel makes an appearance in them or even if there is an homage to the original work. Such 
an example is portrayed by Anne Billson who has written on the 11th of February, 2021, a 
top-20 Frankenstein films list for The Guardian, strangely including such films as Igor from 
2008, The Rocky Horror Picture Show from 1975 and Edward Scissorhands from 1990 (2021). 
These films have nothing to do with Shelley’s original story apart from some small 
references, but even those are mostly referring to the previous Frankenstein films rather 
than the novel. 
In contrast to The Guardian list, the main questions I kept in mind while analysing are: Are 
the original Gothic elements in it, and have more Gothic elements been added?  
An important aspect to note, when using the word faithful with films and books, I am using 
this definition from Cambridge Dictionary, as it clearly pertains to art and literature:  
true or not changing any of the details, facts, style, etc. of the original (Cambridge 
Dictionary, accessed 2021)  
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Frankenstein (1910) 
Before Boris Karloff made an appearance with two bolts in his neck on the silver screen, 
there was a film from the Thomas Edison Company: Frankenstein. It was directed by James 
Searle Dawley and released in 1910. The motion picture is usually mentioned in the media 
as Edison’s Frankenstein in order to avoid confusion with the Universal Studios’ version. The 
film is 13 minutes long and silent.  
Edison’s Frankenstein cannot show all the Gothic elements possible from the original due to 
its short length, but it does portray how Victor Frankenstein goes mad upon seeing the 
Monster. The dread is obvious every time they meet and Frankenstein looks clearly 
distressed, making horrified expressions and cowering in fear, leaning away from the 
Creature as much as possible. 
The film presents the Gothic spirit almost in an instant as in less than a minute, we witness 
Frankenstein making dramatic motions in his office full of odd curiosities. The card on the 
screen says, “Two years later Frankenstein has discovered the secret of life,” giving the film 
an aura of mystery and strangeness.  
The Setting 
The settings do not show anything like sublime nature or isolated icy Arctic lands, yet we see 
Victor in his office, laboratory and bedroom with strong Gothic elements. The background of 
his office has painted skeletons, skulls, vials and even a stuffed crow perched on top. The 
bedroom has long, tall curtains and is swallowed in darkness, barely visible to the audience 
and looking similar to the Fuseli painting The Nightmare, where the curtains drape down 
dramatically and appearing heavy as a woman looks tortured on the bed with a demon 
sitting on her chest. Behind them, there is a horrifying horse monster that peeks from the 
curtain in similar fashion as the Monster in the film peeks at Frankenstein.  
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The Monster greets his creator in Frankenstein (1910) 
 
Henry Fuseli’s The Nightmare (1781) 
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The laboratory is more similar to a medieval dungeon, with huge metal gates behind 
Frankenstein and the skeleton sitting beside him while a cauldron is placed before them. 
This very setting is where the Gothic elements begin to grow stronger as the creation of the 
Creature is shown. The scientist throws powders and potions into the cauldron, creating big 
puffs of smoke and dramatic lighting, before pushing it all behind the metal gates and 
watching his creation grow. In this scene, it becomes evident that science fiction does not 
have a place in the film and it gives way to the occult. The supernatural is a stronger more 
common aspect of both Gothic film and Gothic literature, and Victor looks more like a witch 
at a Sabbath than a scientist. 
The Characters 
The Monster is not made out of different parts of other beings, but is grown out of a strange 
unknown mixture of potions and dust. However, it is unclear whether Frankenstein is saying 
any incantations, as the film is silent and too old and blurry to be clear. We can, however, 
see that there is no electricity involved and his dramatic gesturing shows the man being very 
excited, smiling widely and making big arm motions at the billowing smoke from the 
cauldron.  
If we look at the Monster, we can see that the character brings in a few new Gothic traits as 
well. Frankenstein’s creation has a grotesque look and would definitely fall into the uncanny 
valley, with it having a human appearance yet looking much bigger and deformed. The 
grotesque appearance matches the idea of a horrible gargantuan man that Shelley used to 
frighten her audience.  
The appearance of the Creature is not the only Gothic element about the film though 
because the Creature is described in the film itself as being evil and jealous. This creates a 
clear hero-versus-villain trope, with the audience easily recognising which is which: 
Frankenstein is the hero and the Monster is the villain. In Shelley’s book, one could argue 
that Victor was in the wrong and that he is the true villain, but the film makes it clear that 
Victor is a hero as he saves Elizabeth and makes the Monster flee from the sight of ‘true 
love,’ with his impure heart being unable to handle it.  
Themes 
Frankenstein’s creation attacks Elizabeth (the character in the film being called Sweetheart) 
later on and introduces another common trope: the damsel in distress. Although a popular 
element, it is featured commonly in Gothic literature and film, so it could be considered a 
Gothic trope as well. The theme usually requires an innocent, defenceless and beautiful 
woman who is threatened or taken by the villain and in need of a rescue from the hero. 
Radcliffe and Lewis both used this trope in their works, and in Edison’s Frankenstein, Victor 
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does save Elizabeth from the Creature’s attack. In Shelley’s Frankenstein, could Elizabeth 
really be considered as such? She received no help and she did not really call for any. She 
met the Monster once and immediately met her demise, which does not fit the formula of 
the trope. This is why I consider this another added Gothic element that was not originally in 
the book. It brings more suspense and anxiety into the picture, as well as an element 
considered to be important to Gothic film: violence.  
The ending shows the Monster looking into the mirror, extending its arms to it and 
disappearing into the reflection. Frankenstein enters afterwards and looks into the same 
mirror, horrified to see his creation and not his own reflection, but the reflection fades away 
and reveals the scientist’s true form. This could be considered as a connection to one of the 
main ideas of the original novel, with Frankenstein creating a man in his own image, 
therefore himself. Such a scene can be viewed as a question of morality, yet it is far too brief 
and unclear. The Edison Kinetogram from 1910 describes the final scene as follows:  
The monster, broken down by his unsuccessful attempts to be with his creator, 
enters the room, stands before a large mirror and holds out his arms entreatingly. 
Gradually, the real monster fades away, leaving only the image in the mirror. A 
moment later Frankenstein himself enters. As he stands directly before the mirror 
we are amazed to see the image of the monster reflected instead of Frankenstein’s 
own. Gradually, however, under the effect of love and his better nature, the 
monster’s image fades and Frankenstein sees himself in his young manhood in the 
mirror. His bride joins him, and the film ends with their embrace, Frankenstein’s 
mind now being relieved of the awful horror and weight it has been laboring under 
for so long. (Staff writer, 1910) 
The Kinetogram explains that the Monster no longer burdens its creator’s mind and 
Frankenstein can now peacefully enjoy his life with his wife. The paper does not mention 
anything about morality or the dual nature of Victor or even the idea of his image matching 
the Monster’s. The Creature is only presented as a villain with no good in its heart and he is 
only a threat. Although this description is accurate to a degree, there is possibly still a sliver 
of doubt in the minds of the audience, as Frankenstein’s creation still looks more like a 
misunderstood being at times, only wanting to be loved. A scene portraying this is 
presented right after its creation. Victor passes out on his bed and wakes up to see his 
creation smiling and waving at him. The scientist flees and the scene is similar to the one in 
the book, making it seem as if this Monster is shown as a villain simply because of its 
horrible appearance. This is perhaps a connection to the idea that someone who is evil must 
undoubtedly be ugly, which is a common trope in old fairy tales.  
To conclude, Edison’s Frankenstein has more Gothic elements than its source. The science 
fiction is gone, it became tightly connected to the supernatural, and it introduced themes of 
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the macabre in the background along with the trope of a damsel in distress. There are no 
themes of morality as it gave way to the more popular Gothic film element: the ultimate 
villain versus the hero.  
 
Frankenstein (1931) 
In 1931, Universal Studios released one of the most well-known pictures in film history: 
Frankenstein. The film was so successful, along with Dracula, it started an era for Universal 
known as ‘The Universal Classic Horror Age,’ making Frankenstein’s Monster one of the 
classic horror icons, later to be joined by Dracula, the Mummy, Gill-Man or the Creature 
(from The Creature from the Black Lagoon), the Invisible Man, the Wolf Man and the 
Phantom (from Phantom of the Opera). James Whale’s adaptation of Shelley’s work made 
an everlasting impression on pop culture media, and most likely became the primary reason 
the characters became instantly recognisable in any other media. The film’s success might 
have led many to mistake it for the original idea for Frankenstein, not knowing that the 
original was a book published over a hundred years before. 
Frankenstein is a film that instantly sets a Gothic mood. The very first thing the audience 
witness is Edward Van Sloan stepping out from behind a curtain while wearing a suit, 
breaking the fourth wall by informing the audiences of the following film by saying:  
How do you do? Mr. Carl Laemmle feels it would be a little unkind to present this 
picture without just a word of friendly warning: We are about to unfold the story of 
Frankenstein, a man of science who sought to create a man after his own image 
without reckoning upon God. It is one of the strangest tales ever told. It deals with 
the two great mysteries of creation; life and death. I think it will thrill you. It may 
shock you. It might even horrify you. So, if any of you feel that you do not care to 
subject your nerves to such a strain, now’s your chance to uh, well,––we warned 
you. (Frankenstein, 0:00–1:00) 
This immediately informs us of the shocking themes about to unfold. The warning is used to 
set the eerie mood before the real film even begins and make the audience anxious. While 
the film does not begin in the cold and unforgiving empty Arctic land, it actually ushers in a 
stronger sense of dread and mystery. Thus, we may consider it already having a stronger 
Gothic aura than the original book.  
To further the sense of mystery and fear, the credits are accompanied with frightening 
music, written by Bernhard Kaun, and odd pictures in the background which show eyes or a 
strange face. On top of that, the actor portraying the Monster is credited as ‘?’ at the 
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beginning (at the end as Boris Karloff), after all, the strongest fear of all is the fear of the 
unknown.  
 
The title screen of Frankenstein (1931) 
The credit screen at the beginning of Frankenstein (1931) 
The Setting 
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If we look at the settings in the film, we can easily say that this film is almost too Gothic, 
nearly to the point of being a parody of the genre. The picture begins with a funeral where 
all the characters are mourning the death of their beloved while a priest is praying in Latin. 
Frankenstein, known as Henry Frankenstein in this adaptation, shows up with his assistant 
Fritz to steal parts of the freshly-buried body after the mourners have left. There are statues 
of death, headstones, the night is gloomy and misty, the fence of the graveyard is iron and 
spiked. If such a scene was presented in literature, it would immediately be identified as 
quintessential Gothic. There is even a hanged man that the character cut down in or near 
the graveyard in order to obtain the important parts for Frankenstein’s creation. For the 
time, the audience were perhaps not exposed to such imagery as often as we are today, 
which is probably why nowadays the film’s general look might appear more comical.  
The university, named the Goldstadt Medical College, is also surprisingly eerie. The name is 
a subtle connection to the original book’s town of Ingolstadt, although why such a change 
was made is unknown. It could be perhaps to give it a more memorable sound for the 
audience or to give it a hint of alchemy. There is a skeleton, anatomy illustrations and 
organs in jars that are used as mostly décor. We could excuse the use of the jars with brains 
(because it is important to the plot and they be presented) but one could argue that the 
skeleton and some odd images behind the characters are there solely to create a look of a 
curio cabinet (which are old-fashioned cabinets that were used to display a variety of items 
that could range from taxidermy to vials of blood to jewels or something less macabre, such 
as wine), akin to the one behind Frankenstein in Edison’s Frankenstein (1910). These 
decoration choices add a sense of the macabre and darkness no matter what the scene is 
about. The same goes for Dr. Waldman’s office. The room is full of strange jars and vials, and 
it even has a whole row of skulls behind his desk on the shelf. To sum up, the settings are 
brimming with strange and macabre decorations.  
The Frankenstein manor is filled with old paintings and candles. There is an old piano in one 
of the rooms and there is furniture that could be considered outdated. The characters are 
dressed mostly in the style of the 1920’s or 1930’s yet the manor has mostly baroque styled 
décor. Although a story being set in ‘the old times’ or far in the past is not necessary for 
something to be considered Gothic, it is still a popular element for the genre. The very word 
Gothic was inspired by the past due to that fact. It could be argued that the film creators 
wanted something to look both Gothic and modern, as a threat from the past to the modern 
audience. Such ideas are a popular horror trope even today, presenting the past sometimes 
as more dangerous and more unknown to the present.  
The most Gothic setting besides the graveyard is Frankenstein’s laboratory, which is inside 
an old abandoned castle on top of a cliff. The first time we are shown the location, it is 
covered with fog and heavy rain. Although in Shelley’s book Victor described the night of 
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the creation of the Monster as being a dreary one, we cannot be sure if he meant that it was 
such because of what happened or because the weather was bad. The weather is an 
important Gothic component in both film and literature, giving it almost a supernatural 
aura, like a warning from the above of the horror that is to come. Radcliffe used the 
element often, such as the sunny day suddenly becoming dark and rainy before a terrible 
event, and Shelley used the idea similarly with a storm forming before Elizabeth’s death as 
well. The laboratory, or castle, is filled with chains and cages, a lot of bizarre machinery and 
old mossy and worn-out stones. On the ground floor, there is even a dungeon and all the 
doors look like heavy medieval gates. This is another Gothic trait which was not present in 
the original work. Again, this is a mixture of the past and present as is common in horror 
films.  
If we look back at the common traits in Gothic literature, to contrast the horrors that 
happen within the Gothic genre, there are descriptions of sublime nature. Perhaps because 
of the issues of presenting nature in the film at the time (due to poor weather conditions or 
location scouting problems), the film makers decided to show the ‘perfect peaceful town’ 
instead, using painted backgrounds or sets built inside a studio where bad weather cannot 
stop them. 
There is, however, one specific scene, which is relatively short, but shows a beautiful and 
peaceful natural background. The Monster meets a little girl by the lake and they even 
appreciate nature together by throwing flowers into the water and watching them float. The 
scene ends horrifyingly with the Monster throwing the girl into the lake, drowning her. This 
is what interrupts the peaceful townsfolk and the town becomes a chaotic mess. The next 
time we see the town, it is during the night and the townsfolk have created a mob with 
pitchforks and torches, full of rage and fear. In this tense scene, even the sublime was 
turned into dreary Gothic. Weather is therefore used as an instrument to change the mood 
as fast as possible, signalling the audience of more horror and suspense is on its way.  
The famous final scene of the townsfolk chasing the Monster with pitchforks and torches 
takes place at the abandoned old windmill, which is wooden and worn. The windmill is 
covered by the night and surrounded by an angry mob who are the only light source with 
their torches. This makes for a dramatic and frightening finale when the building is burnt to 
the ground. Shelley wrote a similar scene with the Monster burning the cottage down in 
anger and despair, yet there is a big difference, since the cottage was empty and the 
windmill was burned with the Monster in it. In the film, the burning resolved the problem by 
ending the Monster’s life, while in the book, the burning was used merely as a way of the 




Moving on to the characters, there have been a great amount of changes with them. Henry 
Frankenstein is portrayed as a man with a strong and obvious God complex. He is constantly 
speaking of his greatness and genius, prides himself on his work and even shouts, “Now I 
know what it feels like to be God” (Frankenstein, 25:10–25:14), after bringing his creation to 
life. His wish for God status was confirmed even before the film began, with Van Sloan 
describing him as “a man of science who sought to create a man after his own image 
without reckoning upon God” (Frankenstein, 0:19-0:28). Although the description is used to 
set the unsettling mood at first, it also informs the audience what the story is about, making 
sure they understand that Frankenstein is in the wrong. Henry seems to be keen on pointing 
out that he is above others, telling his ex-mentor Dr. Waldman, a man who shows distaste 
towards Henry’s morals, that he proved something that Waldman was wrong about. He 
does not even bother to explain his work to Elizabeth, giving the impression that he either 
does not deem her worthy or deems her unable to understand his work.  
The character of Waldman is used more in the film than in Shelley’s story yet all the 
audience is told about him is that he used to be Henry’s mentor and he now finds his work 
unethical. He also is presented as the voice of reason, attempting to stop Frankenstein from 
bringing the Monster to life and warn him of the consequences. In other words, he is the 
hero until his death and until Henry realises his own error. In the book, Waldman is Victor’s 
mentor as well but he is not mentioned by the young scientist after he creates the Monster.  
The film changed Henry Frankenstein’s characteristics in order to make them more Gothic 
by making him outwardly mad. Shelley wrote of Victor’s madness and Lewis wrote in The 
Monk of the titular clergyman’s madness, but perhaps the author who wrote the most 
about mad characters was Edgar Allan Poe. Madness is a popular element in both Gothic 
literature and film (as we will see later on with other Frankenstein films) and it does not 
matter who suffers from it: the hero or the villain. In the case of James Whale’s 
Frankenstein, Henry screams and laughs excitedly when he succeeds with his project and 
even yells at Dr. Waldman. His ravings do not go unnoticed as every other character in the 
film sees him as an insane man and is worried about him. Victor Frankenstein does have fits 
of madness within the original novel, yet he is not constantly raving. His fits of insanity are 
due to exhaustion, fear or guilt, such as when he is frightened by his creation or when 
seeing the body of his best friend. Frankenstein from 1931, however, is the film that went 
overboard with Frankenstein’s madness, thus creating the ‘mad scientist’ trope that is still 
popular to this very day.  
Looking back at the film’s main character, we notice that Henry also lacks empathy. He is 
rude and dismissive towards his friends and family, even to Elizabeth, telling her to go away 
thinking she will ruin his project. His friend Victor and Elizabeth worry deeply about the 
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scientist yet he does not react to their words when they attempt to help him. Before the 
actual Monster wreaks havoc upon the village, Henry is the one seen as the Monster. 
The addition of Fritz, the hunchback assistant, is presented as to make the audience 
uncomfortable with the uncanny valley effect, since he is strange in appearance and very 
agile, yet also violent (he often beats and scares the Monster for no reason). Fritz is another 
way of the film portraying Frankenstein as the villain as the hunchback is often the victim of 
the scientist’s abuse. Henry often belittles and berates him, even threatens him. When Fritz 
gets scared by thunder, Henry sneers, “Fool. If this storm develops as I hope, you will have 
plenty to be afraid of before the night’s over.” Fritz is used most likely for the scientist to 
have dialogue with someone and express his feelings and thoughts while working on the 
Monster. Were Frankenstein alone, the audience would perhaps not be interested in 
watching a man work in silence. As soon as the Monster and other characters come along 
and communicate with Henry, Fritz is no longer needed and is therefore killed. 
These negative traits make Henry initially appear as the villain with no good in his heart and 
only wishing for godhood, yet the introduction of the Monster challenges that view. The 
Monster is initially shown as quiet and very unmoving, barely looking alive. After Fritz’s 
harsh treatment, the Creature kills the hunchback and Henry becomes horrified. It is after 
this that Henry becomes the hero of the film, albeit a poor version of one, as his goal 
becomes to destroy his own creation in order to protect his loved ones and the village. The 
Creature meanwhile, kills more people, including Dr. Waldman and the little girl by the lake. 
This presents the trope of hero-versus-villain yet again. 
Shelley’s Frankenstein has the Monster using intelligent speech and speaking of morality, of 
God and of society, but the Monster in the Universal film only grunts and roars, making it 
look like an unreasonable and angry wild creature. Because of this fact, the film has made 
the Monster more Gothic as he is an ultimate villain that only causes harm. On top of that, 
his horrifying appearance is again used to make the connection to evil, making a statement 
that someone beautiful cannot be evil. This trope is, as mentioned before in the analysis of 
Edison’s Frankenstein, common in fairy tales, with the beautiful and moral characters being 
the victors and the ugly and evil ones facing punishment.  
The Monster solidifies his place as the villain by attacking Elizabeth on her wedding day, 
bringing back the damsel-in-distress theme, with Henry running to save her. Although Henry 
faces the Creature at the end of the film and faces injuries, the Monster’s killers are the 
townsfolk who set the windmill on fire. Still, Frankenstein is revered as the hero, even 
though he is the one who created the villain to begin with, and Elizabeth is seen as a 
helpless, defenceless and beautiful woman in need of his help. The theme of defenceless 
and beautiful women is what Radcliffe often presented in her Gothic works as well, making 
the main characters women who are abused by the villain and eventually saved by the hero. 
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Lewis used the trope similarly in The Monk, although one female character falls victim to the 
villain, another is saved by a male hero who goes through a lot of trouble to free her from 
her miserable state. 
Frankenstein’s creation killed four people (William Frankenstein, Justine Moritz, Henry 
Clerval, Elizabeth) in the book and three in the film, but the difference between the two is 
the intent. In the novel, the Monster explains he was forced to do so in order to cause harm 
to his creator. However, in the film, it could be argued as self-defence when killing Fritz and 
Dr. Waldman, and an accident when killing the little girl. Besides that, the Monster may be 
seen as a child-like creature, not knowing what he is really doing. As in the book, it is his 
grotesque appearance that makes him a villain. The child-like demeanour is not clear in this 
film and is only expanded on in the sequel The Bride of Frankenstein from 1935 by giving the 
Monster the ability to speak and presenting him as a man who only wants a friend.  
The idea of the Monster having a mind of a young boy is most likely tied to the fact that he 
was ‘just born’ and has not learned enough about the world yet. A hint towards that is his 
fear of fire, revealed when Fritz walks into a room with a torch, making the Monster yell in 
fear and cover his head with his arms. 
Science Fiction in the Film 
The Gothic elements were added or amplified in the film, but the film makers also made the 
science fiction traits stand out as well. The first sign of such is the laboratory filled with 
strange machinery. The film becomes more science-fiction-based than the book at this 
point, as Frankenstein does appear and speak more like a scientist, never mentioning old 
alchemy books. In his laboratory he is surrounded with technology that looks alien to the 
audience due to the strange shapes and sounds, appearing as something futuristic. The very 
creation of the Monster is clearly based on electricity as the scientist and his assistant lift 
the body upwards for the lightning to strike life into it. When that happens, the machinery is 
sparking wildly and making loud noises of buzzing and beeping.  
In conclusion, the settings in James Whale’s Frankenstein were made more dramatic and 
Gothic – such as the graveyard, the university, the laboratory and the windmill – giving a 
darker aura to the whole story. Although supernatural elements are absent, the weather is 
still used to portray dread and the most dramatic scenes take place in the night during 
storms or covered with fog. Henry Frankenstein is shown as an ego-maniac with a strong 
God complex and fits of madness who redeems himself and becomes the hero while the 
Monster becomes the villain and Elizabeth the innocent victim. This trope gives the film the 
ultimate villain and defenceless and faultless damsel-in-distress Gothic traits.  
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The Curse of Frankenstein (1957) 
In 1957, the Hammer Film Studios released their first colour horror film, with director 
Terence Fisher bringing bright red onto the screen with The Curse of Frankenstein. Like 
Universal Studios’ Frankenstein adaptation, it was widely successful and spawned many 
sequels. The film’s success was followed by other adaptations from the same studio, 
including Dracula and The Mummy. This specific genre is important in Gothic cinema and it 
is known as ‘Hammer Horror,’ easily recognisable by its bright colours and gory effects 
moulded inside a Gothic frame. But does the film add more horror to the story or more 
Gothic elements or both? These questions will be explored in the analysis below. 
The Setting 
The settings are immediately clearly establishing a Gothic look to the film, as it begins with a 
look into the 19th century on one dark and dreary night as a bell tolls sombrely in the 
background. There are torches decorating the outside walls of the buildings in order to light 
small areas and although the film is the first to be in colour from Hammer Productions, the 
scenery at the very start is very dull and depressing, creating a huge contrast compared to 
the later scenes booming with colour (especially the colour red).  
The scene continues inside a jail house, which looks more like a medieval dungeon with 
heavy wooden and metal gates around it, bars on the windows and a very scarcely 
decorated front office. The prisoners call for help from the small openings upon their cell 
doors and a priest walks by them all with a guard holding a lantern in order to visit a man, 
described by the guard as ‘raving’. Although warned that the man is mad and dangerous, 
the priest still steps through the doors into the cell that appears almost as if it was located 
within an old castle, and meets Victor Frankenstein.  
The setting already establishes a sense of isolation and anxiety but most of all, mystery. 
Victor appears tired and dishevelled, dressed in an expensive-looking suit that has definitely 
seen better days. Just like in Shelley’s book, the audience would become immediately 
curious about the deathly-ill scientist’s story when he is found by Walton’s crew on an ice 
floe in this film. However, I would not call this a new Gothic trait that was added within the 
film, but another version of the same trope. In other words it is identical to the beginning in 
Shelley’s book: the main character is found in an awful state in an isolated and 
uncomfortable place and begins to tell his story. 
The scenery includes a dying autumn forest, a mansion that looks more like a castle with 
dark Victorian decor, a macabre laboratory and a dusty old attic. Although the décor within 
the mansion is Victorian, the aura is still akin to that of a medieval castle, with giant heavy 
bricks and tall windows in the style of Gothic-era architecture. I argue that this is still more 
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Gothic than in Shelley’s original work, with the scenery looking older than it is and the 
gloomy weather almost always featured while showing shots outside. Like the previous two 
analysed films, it lacks beautiful natural scenery, which, although popular in Gothic 
literature, is not common in Gothic film at all. 
The Characters 
As in the previous two analysed films, the trope of the ‘ultimate villain’ is added. The Curse 
of Frankenstein establishes Victor as a villain who shows nothing but ill intentions towards 
others. If you are not on his side, you are his enemy and neutrality is impossible. When he 
begins to tell his story to the priest, he describes his youthful days when his parents died 
and he inherited the Frankenstein estate, becoming a Baron at an early age. His aunt offers 
him her daughter Elizabeth as a future wife yet he crudely dismisses them both after 
agreeing he will be sending them a pension (a regular sum of money which his parents sent 
to her while they were alive). He is already arrogant, looks down upon others and shows 
little to no respect to anyone, even describing himself as “always having a brilliant intellect” 
(The Curse of Frankenstein, 5:40–5:45). The Baron spoke poorly of his previous teacher, 
deeming him ignorant. He reflects upon his parents’ death without much emotion. The 
reasoning for this could be because after their death, he could hire a personal mentor: Paul 
Krempe. Even when meeting Krempe, Victor says with a bright smile upon his face that his 
father is dead. This shows the fact that he is selfish and lacks empathy, only looking forward 
to his own gains and not feeling sombre feelings over the deaths of his own parents. 
Although the man in the book could be considered a narcissist, the deaths of his loved ones 
still affected him. The difference thus is that The Curse of Frankenstein presents the main 
character as being much colder than Shelley does in the original book.  
Victor Frankenstein proudly holds the title of Baron in the film, seemingly flaunting it by 
proclaiming he is ‘the Baron’ and ‘quite rich.’ This only gives a more negative impression of 
him for the audience, further establishing him as more of an intelligent yet spoiled teenager. 
This constant reminder of his horrible personality makes the final scene, where he faces the 
gallows, feel justified to the audience. 
When Baron Frankenstein is grown up and revives a dead puppy with Krempe, we are 
introduced to another important difference in the character: Victor does not care about 
scientific developments that could help humanity. When Krempe urges him to show their 
discovery to the scientific community, speaking of all lives they might save, the Baron 
disagrees. Frankenstein does not want anyone to know of his discovery yet, as he wishes to 
create life ‘from nothing’. In other words, Victor wants to become God, openly saying he 
wants to “revolt against nature,” and hungers for power. He already speaks of the body 
parts they could steal and does not see the previous owner of those as deserving respect 
either.  
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Evidence of his hunger for power also includes Victor ignoring Krempe’s pleas for him to 
stop, and ignoring Elizabeth. Elizabeth is excited to marry her fiancée but the scientist does 
not even greet her properly after meeting her again when they are grown up. He seems to 
almost openly ignore her, all in order to bring his vision to fruition. With how he treats 
Elizabeth, the creator is acting authoritarian, believing she belongs to him, expecting her to 
always be there for him and always love him no matter what, even when he is cold and cruel 
towards her.  
If that is not enough evidence to point to Victor being the villain, then there is another 
important clue: he is a murderer. He does not kill by accident, he kills in cold blood, all in 
order to achieve his goal of becoming God. He murders an old professor so he can get his 
brain and put it into his creation, reasoning that the Creature needs a brain of high 
intelligence. He shows no remorse and is only upset when the brain eventually gets 
damaged. He also indirectly murders his housemaid Justine, with whom he has been having 
an affair (there is a slight hint of erotica in the film). The reason for her murder was because 
she threatened to blackmail him when he refused to marry her after she revealed her 
pregnancy. It is clear that Victor does not only show traits of narcissism any more, but also 
of psychopathy.  
After bringing life to the Monster, the Baron is prideful at first, until the creation turns out 
to be violent. The Creature is shot by Krempe and the scientists both bury it, but Victor’s lust 
for power and control makes the Baron dig the creature up and bring it to life once more. It 
is after the second revival that Victor shows some sort of positive quality as he saves 
Elizabeth from the Creature. Due to the negative way he was portrayed in the film all along 
though, I deem this to be an act of selfishness again, only afraid of the authorities finding 
out about his work and not for his lover’s life.  
Victor Frankenstein is not an anti-hero or a villain who has redeemed himself; he is the 
ultimate Satanic villain with no goodness within his heart. He is a contrast compared to the 
hero, Paul Krempe, who is the only character that attempted to stop him and even showed 
forgiveness to the Baron. At the end, the victorious ones are the innocent and pure, Paul 
Krempe and Elizabeth, while the evil Frankenstein is condemned to death for his sins. The 
ending shows poetic justice, a typical ending akin to a fairy tale where evil and good are 
clearly separated. Katherine J. Roberts in Once Upon the Bench: Rule Under the Fairy Tale 
argues: “This clear opposition makes it easy to delegate rewards and punishments at the 
end of the tale. It also means that there will be no mercy for the enemy. Having no 
redeeming qualities, the villain fails to command our pity” (2001, 522). In other words, the 
viewers feel justice was served and feel no sympathy for such a horrible character, making 
the ending of the film satisfying.  
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Elizabeth is once again the damsel in distress, pure, innocent, beautiful and unaware of her 
future husband’s horrors. She is always immaculately dressed and ends up being attacked 
by the horrifying Monster until Frankenstein saves her. The difference is though, Victor is 
not the hero any longer, so is it truly a damsel in distress trope when the damsel is both 
threatened and saved by the villain?  
The Monster is used purely for the uncanny valley effect, which unnerves the audience as he 
has a human appearance with something inhuman about him, a trope that is popular in 
both horror and Gothic films. The appearance is closer to a dead body moving around than 
that of a man with heavy makeup who cannot make facial expressions, like in Frankenstein 
from 1931. The Monster does not speak and does not communicate in any way with other 
characters, only staring emptily at them or attacking them. He is Frankenstein’s weapon and 
while Frankenstein is hated as the villain, the Monster is the one who makes the audience 
afraid or at least uncomfortable with his appearance. He is unreasonable and he is unable to 
fully understand others, making him an unpredictable threat.  
Nowadays, violence is almost always expected to be in a Gothic film and The Curse of 
Frankenstein follows this rule. The film shows Victor killing an older scientist and the maid 
dying by the hands of the Monster. The Creature also kills another innocent person and 
attacks Elizabeth, only once is it off-screen or implied. The very first scene with the Monster 
coming to life made him react violently and attack his creator by attempting to strangle him. 
However, the line between horror and Gothic becomes somewhat blurred within the film, 
as the violence also features gore, with much blood. A scene featuring more horror 
elements would be the one featuring the Monster getting shot in the eye by Krempe or the 
Monster being set on fire and falling into an acid bath. I consider these to be more akin to 
horror, only used to disgust the audience and not frighten them as Gothic usually would. 
Hammer films, however, find pride in being called horror, which is why the title of Hammer 
Horror is often used when talking about the specific string of films the studio released in the 
1950’s and 1960’s.  
To sum up, The Curse of Frankenstein featured new Gothic elements by establishing more 
medieval-looking settings like the decrepit forest and the castle-like Frankenstein mansion. 
The film added violence, gore and a defenceless beautiful woman who gets attacked and 
saved. The murders and other violent acts were clear and sometimes gory, and the 
appearance of the Monster was used for the uncanny valley effect. The Curse adapted 
Shelley’s theme of morality yet ignored the theme of nature versus nurture along with 
sublime nature as an important backdrop. In traditional Gothic fashion, there is a villain with 
no redeeming qualities and the innocent and pure who suffer because of the villain. As is 
with Radcliffe’s and Lewis’ work, the villain is punished and the innocent and moral 
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characters are saved. Thus, the film has more Gothic traits in terms of Gothic literature and 
film compared to the original work.  
 
Frankenstein: The True Story (1973) 
The year 1973 saw a new made-for-television adaptation of the famous Frankenstein novel, 
bearing the title Frankenstein: The True Story with Jack Smight in the director’s chair. Those 
familiar with the original work however, will immediately sense the great changes that were 
made, as they were more pronounced than the ones from the films I have analysed so far. 
This film is separated into two parts: part one and part two, each over one hour long. 
Because the story is so different from the original, a short retelling of the plot is important.  
Victor Frankenstein is a man seemingly obsessed with his brother William’s tragic death. 
William was not murdered, but accidentally drowned while his brother was nearby. This 
later becomes his motivation to become a doctor, keen on helping others in need and 
eventually to help his friend with raising the dead. A note of importance is that the one who 
discovers the secret of life in this film is Henry Clerval, not Victor Frankenstein, which is a 
huge difference when compared to Shelley’s book, where Clerval is a linguist and has 
interests that lie elsewhere than Frankenstein’s. Clerval takes the role of Frankenstein in this 
film, being a man of science, creating machinery and being obsessed with bringing the dead 
back to life. Victor is confused and taken aback upon seeing Henry’s work at first, but 
eventually agrees to help him.  
Henry Clerval likens himself to Prometheus, saying he used the ‘power of the Sun’ as 
Prometheus brought back fire. He openly tells of his plan to Victor, saying he does not only 
want to create a ‘new man,’ but a new race, showing the audience he is the one dealing 
with bigger issues such as a God complex this time. He is so unhinged that even 
Frankenstein is the one warning Clerval of the consequences that may come, reminding him 
that Prometheus was punished for his actions. This warning from the young doctor comes 
off as ironic compared to the book’s version of the character. Victor ultimately gives in, 
possibly because of the guilt he felt over the death of his brother. Together, they announce 
that they both defy God.  
Henry and Victor prepare a body to bring back to life but Clerval dies before they could 
finish the job. Because of this, Frankenstein transplants his friend’s brain into the Monster’s, 
making the Monster technically have the mind of Henry Clerval. Shelley never stated whose 
mind the creature has in Frankenstein; it is a mystery, but films such as this one want to 
make the story sound more plausible with a clear ‘brain source.’ With the idea of brain 
transplant being in the film, it comes back to science fiction as it sounds closer to today’s 
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medical ideas (since the creation of the novel, transplantation medicine has become more 
developed, especially in the 20th century).   
Victor brings the creation to an evening party for people of higher status and introduces him 
as a friend who does not speak English well. Although he believes the reanimation of the 
body was a success, Victor soon sees it was a mistake. The Monster was brought to life 
looking like a handsome young man but eventually begins to decay and deform. Victor 
considers destroying the Creature, but cannot bring himself to do so. When the creation 
notices his own hideous appearance in his reflection, he attempts to kill himself by jumping 
off a cliff into the sea. Frankenstein tries to stop him at first but eventually decides that it 
was all for the best. With this decision, the doctor comes closer to the personality of the 
scientist from the original work.  
The Monster washes up on shore and is found by a blind old man who befriends him. From 
a faraway and hidden spot, the Creature watches the man’s granddaughter Agatha and her 
boyfriend Felix, soon falling in love with the girl. The Monster is seen one day by the couple, 
who react with shock and horror, making the Monster attack and kill Felix. Agatha flees but 
is soon struck by a carriage, dying as well. Frankenstein’s creation (and Clerval’s as well in 
this case) returns to the laboratory with her body in order to try and bring her to life with his 
creator’s help. Victor, however, has married Elizabeth and has abandoned the laboratory. 
Instead, Doctor Polidori, Clerval’s mentor, takes it over and blackmails Victor into helping 
him. Polidori also reveals that he was the one who discovered the secret of bringing life into 
dead creatures, accusing Henry of stealing it.  
Polidori and Frankenstein bring Agatha back to life by using her head and another woman’s 
body, and name her Prima. Victor and Elizabeth leave for their honeymoon while Polidori 
manages to convince Elizabeth’s family to take Prima in. Upon the couple’s return, they 
notice that Prima is mad and dangerous, demanding Polidori to take her away. He agrees to 
do so only when the female creation becomes an established member of society. One could 
argue that the head being taken from Agatha while her body was discarded was done 
because of the horrific injuries done to the body, but there is another possible explanation. 
Polidori attempted to create the perfect woman both in body, head and soul, which would 
explain his obsession over her. Her integration into society would be proof of his work being 
successful and therefore God himself.  
Polidori eventually decides to try and kill the first Monster, but fails when he is stopped by 
Victor. The Creature becomes enraged and kills one of Polidori’s assistants while the others 
run away. The doctor then locks Frankenstein’s creation in the laboratory and sets it on fire 
in another attempt to kill him. He fails again, as some time later, a badly burned Monster 
shows up at the ball where Prima was to be presented as a courtesan (whom Polidori 
intends to use for political influence in the long run). The two fight when Prima rejects him, 
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but the original Monster kills her when he rips her head off, horrifying the guests and 
making Polidori and Frankenstein cry. With this cruel act, Frankenstein’s original creation 
shows his cold and cruel side, indicating that if he is to be rejected again, he will not hesitate 
to kill the rejector. Similar to the source book, the Monster turns to more horrifying means 
of getting attention from his creator.  
When questioned by the police about the unfortunate ball, Victor admits that he created 
the Creature but Elizabeth convinces them that her husband is having delusions, so the 
police eventually leave. She then convinces Frankenstein to travel to America to begin a new 
life and forget about all that happened. This decision symbolises a new beginning and 
leaving evil behind them or an attempt to get away from any contact with evil, which in this 
case is the Monster and Polidori.  
On the ship to America, they are surprised to see Polidori there as well, who only came to 
try and convince Victor to continue the experiments with him. The Creature is also hiding on 
the ship and eventually goes to see Polidori in his cabin. Elizabeth, seeing her chance, locks 
the two together and a fight ensues. Frankenstein eventually opens the door and the ship 
crew become involved as well in an attempt to stop the fight. The Monster puts Polidori on 
top of the mast where the doctor is struck and killed by lightning while Victor attempts to 
reason with his creation from below. The young doctor Frankenstein is then knocked 
unconscious while the crew flees in lifeboats and his creation takes him below the deck. 
Elizabeth, mad at the Monster for ruining their lives, scolds him and he in return, strangles 
her. The motive behind her strangulation could be similar to the original book: a 
punishment for the Monster’s creator, but the more plausible motive in this film is simple: 
sexism. The Monster has the mind of Clerval, who showed signs of distaste towards 
Elizabeth before he died. He was cold and dismissive, seeing her primarily as someone in his 
way. This distaste could have stayed within his mind this whole time and he only decided to 
act upon his hate at that very moment.  
Eventually Victor wakes up and realises the ship is headed towards the North Pole and has 
got stuck in ice. He sets out onto the ice and follows his creation into an ice cave, where the 
two speak and the doctor confesses to all of the misery that happened to them being his 
fault for rejecting the Creature. As he begs for forgiveness, Victor’s booming voice sets off 
an avalanche, burying both him and his creation in ice. The layer of ice brings them both to 
an end, namely, that of being frozen in time. It could be seen as a definite end to the tale or 
only another tragedy waiting to happen with a hint of the Monster being able to reawaken 
someday.  The burial in ice could also symbolise their tragedy and mistakes being forgotten 
by history, as they are hidden away in a secluded location, leaving little to no possibility of 




The settings in Frankenstein: The True Story again include dark and damp dungeon-like 
rooms and long staircases made of stone, torches light their way in the night and the streets 
are almost missing colour, given how grey they appear. There is a dramatic scene shot inside 
a church and the laboratory created inside an abandoned old mansion, which the characters 
mention as being ‘supposedly haunted’ as well. The laboratory is dusty, dirty, filled with 
dead plants overgrowing the walls and furniture, and odd macabre curiosities (like 
taxidermies of animals, paintings, books, jars with unknown contents, etc.). Again we could 
argue that this is more Gothic as the film has a specific feature the others before it do not 
have: sublime nature. There are shots of characters in idyllic gardens or by the spotless lake 
during a sunny day, even the mansion where the laboratory is located is overgrown and 
sometimes shown in the daylight with birds singing and making it appear far less morbid. 
The last scene of part one shows the audience a beautiful landscape: grassy plains leading to 
the tall cliffs by the sea. 
With these settings, the film does something new for the Frankenstein adaptations: it takes 
Shelley’s element of sublime nature and also adds more dark and decaying mansions and 
dungeon-like rooms. This ultimately fulfils the Gothic literature traits by having Radcliffe’s 
and Shelley’s ethereal nature in it and Lewis’ and Poe’s damp medieval settings.  
The Characters 
As before, and like in Lewis’ and Radcliffe’s works, their common Gothic element was the 
good versus evil trope and evil being punished. Similarly in the film, Victor Frankenstein is 
portrayed as the tragic hero, making a mistake and ultimately sacrificing himself in order to 
fix it, this is a slight difference with Radcliffe’s novels where the good-hearted and moral 
characters survive and meet their happy ending instead. Victor and his wife die, but it is not 
entirely Victor’s fault as they both faced the true villains with no good traits: Doctor Polidori 
and Henry Clerval. They are both presented as either arrogant, vain, egotistic, power-hungry 
or as lacking empathy. They are clearly sexist as Clerval immediately shows distaste towards 
Elizabeth for no discerning reason and Polidori intends on using Prima as a tool to get to 
political figures.  
Themes  
The theme of good versus bad is present, but the more Gothic element to this is the 
unreasonable and evil villain: The Monster / Henry Clerval. Polidori is perhaps more 
complex, only thinking of gaining power in any way he can, but the Monster can be 
considered a chaotic enigma. Killing Prima and Felix seemed to be unreasonable and only 
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appears to be shown in order to convince the audience of his irredeemable and bad nature. 
This marks off the Gothic trait of the ultimate Satanic villain.  
Mystery, a quintessential Gothic element, is also present but I deem it less effective than in 
Shelley’s original work, as it seems much less tense in Frankenstein: The True Story. The 
mysteries are quickly unveiled and the only true element of mystery that remains is the 
question of when the Monster will show up next. The most interesting one is the mystery of 
Prima and Polidori, who were not in the original book at all. There is suspense also when the 
Creature is presumably burned, but eventually is revealed to have survived. The biggest 
mystery of all is the Creature himself and what his motivations are, yet the mystery is never 
revealed. This makes the audience wonder even after his and Frankenstein’s end whether 
the Creature wanted them both to die or whether he forgave his creator. The ending 
involves the audience more with its openness, giving room for guesses and motivation for 
more complex contemplating about the essence of the film. 
I will now move on to the next important Gothic trait: intense emotions. Romantic literature 
and Gothic literature both have a love for intense emotions, yet this Frankenstein: The True 
Story fails at portraying them. This is a very subjective thought, but the characters do not act 
dramatic and do not have strong reactions even when something horrifying happens. One 
cannot tell whether this was done on purpose and whether the actors are to blame or the 
director for this matter. An example of a character showing empty or vague emotions is in 
the scene where Clerval is explaining his absurd project to the young Doctor. Frankenstein’s 
replies and reactions to Clerval’s dramatic statements of being able to bring someone to life 
are quiet and make him sound almost bored. When Frankenstein sees his dead wife’s frozen 
body near the end of the film, he also reacts blankly before walking off the ship. Even when 
in tears over the Monster’s actions at the ball, he is still very quiet. The biggest and most 
dramatic reaction is portrayed by Polidori, who cries when Prima is killed, yet it is still subtle 
compared to emotions described in Shelley’s work.  
The next Gothic trait to analyse in Frankenstein: The True Story is violence. Violence and 
murder is present as this film also considers itself a horror film, but the general aura of the 
film still remains more Gothic than horror. There is not a lot of shocking gore or blood, but 
implications of such are present. The tearing-off of Prima’s head is not as gory as it sounds, 
being used more as a tool to shock rather than disgust, possibly to portray the cruel and 
cold nature of the Monster. Although the Creature becomes more and more deformed 
throughout the film, his design never reaches the point of making one retch at the sight. 
Whether they wished to make the viewers uneasy or to horrify them with the design, we 
may never know. His appearance does not invoke a feeling of disgust as it only looks like a 
person who was born with some unfortunate facial features. His design could therefore be 
considered a failure but this is a very subjective matter.  
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One should also keep in mind that this film is currently over almost 50 years old and what 
society deems acceptable has gone through drastic changes as well. In 1973 the Monster’s 
design might have been seen as horrific, but as stated before, his appearance could simply 
be seen as an unfortunate man with slight facial deformities. There are plenty of examples 
of films ageing poorly due to societal changes, such as Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, released 
in 1994, becoming more offensive over the years with its transphobic portrayal of 
transsexual people. A film that is more relatable to the appearance of the Monster in 
Frankenstein: The True Story is the film Jack, released in 1996 and starring Robin Williams as 
a 10-year-old child with a rare condition that makes him appear as a middle-aged man. Jack 
portrays the Werner Syndrome, a rare disorder that results in the appearance of premature 
ageing, in what one would consider today as severely insensitive.  
Returning back to the Gothic traits, we must consider the theme of erotica. The 1970’s 
Gothic films began to feature more erotica, which became so popular that nowadays it is 
perhaps considered a quintessential theme for the genre. Mario Mancini’s Frankenstein ‘80 
in comparison features erotic imagery as one of the main ingredients. Frankenstein: The 
True Story, however, does not have any hint of it, although some films made in the same 
era, such as Dario Argento’s famous Suspiria from 1977, feature heavy erotic imagery. The 
only subtle hint of eroticism in this adaptation of Frankenstein could be Prima, since she was 
created to be a courtesan. 
In conclusion, Frankenstein: The True Story kept the Gothic elements of sublime nature, 
mystery, violence and murder, adding even more traits like the damp and dark dungeons 
and laboratory, the ultimate villains and some horror elements. Frankenstein: The True Story 
does not feature two common Gothic literature elements: strong emotions and a damsel in 
distress. It also does not have erotic elements, which were already very popular in the 
Gothic film scene in the 1970’s. The only hint of erotica can be seen in the character of 
Prima, making her appearance cater more to the male gaze at times. 
 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1994) 
1994 saw the release of the most faithful adaptation of Mary Shelley’s book yet, with 
Kenneth Branagh as its director and main actor. Although Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein 
follows the original story closer than its predecessors, it was not received favourably, with 
Roger Ebert describing it as “so frantic, so manic, it doesn’t pause to be sure its effects are 
registered” (1994). 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein begins with a female narrator, hinted to be Mary Shelley, 
explaining why she wrote the story, saying she wanted something that would “speak to the 
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mysterious fears of our nature and awaken thrilling horror” (Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, 
0:34-0:42), something that would ultimately make the audience afraid. The movie then 
reveals the title and a short text, which states the following:  
The dawn of nineteenth century. The world on the brink of revolutionary change. 
Alongside political and social upheaval, scientific advances that would profoundly 
change the lives of all.  
The lust for knowledge had never been greater.  
Among the pioneers, Captain Robert Walton, an explorer, obsessed with reaching 
the North Pole.  
As the prize drew closer his voyage would uncover a story to strike terror in the 
hearts of all who would venture into the unknown… (Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, 
1:00–1:33)  
This text quickly explains what is happening in order for the audience to feel the eerie aura 
of the film. It also foreshadows the obsession with discovery and the search for knowledge 
as it points out the Captain is obsessed with his idea of reaching the North Pole. The 
narration and the text are instruments used similarly to James Whale’s Frankenstein (1931) 
with Edward Van Sloan’s short speech being used to unsettle the viewer. The audience is 
then immediately plunged into an already dramatic and tense scene of Walton and his crew 
facing the rocky sea during a terrible storm and eventually hitting and getting stuck on a 
giant iceberg.  
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein begins with an ominous and mysterious tone before the main 
characters are even revealed. The beginning can be considered a new Gothic film trope, 
where the audience is thrown into a chaotic scene with a short explanation either told at 
the beginning of the film or during the scene with the interactions between characters. An 
example of this new Gothic introduction can be observed in Dario Argento’s Suspiria (1977), 
beginning with heavy rainfall and the main character seeing a woman running in the dark 
woods. The fleeing woman is then shown being violently killed, leaving the audience 
confused yet intrigued by the chaotic mystery presented before them. This chaotic and 
shocking moment indicates that something horrible has already happened before the main 
story began and now the viewer must only wait in order to see the mystery unveiled. 
The setting 
Kenneth Branagh presents us with the most Gothic-like scenery seen in Frankenstein 
adaptations. It takes place in the 18th century during a cholera pandemic, something that 
was not present in the original book. The pandemic is a useful tool to quickly establish a 
sense of panic and despair that the characters are facing. The beginning shows the 
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treacherous sea during a violent storm and the movie plunges straight into the frozen 
morning with a smooth scene transition. The ship is frozen in ice and the crew is forced to 
dig it out, with character relationships already showing harsh tension (such as one crew 
member warning Walton of mutiny if they do not return home). The idea of isolation is 
frightening already as it is in the original book, but Branagh’s film intensifies the scene by 
adding a sound of horrible moaning coming from the distance. The idea of someone else 
being in such an empty place besides the crew makes them look fearfully into the distance, 
where they see the figure of a man approaching. The man, looking dishevelled, immediately 
demands that they take their guns and follow him, but Walton forbids them to do so. When 
the moaning in the distance does not stop, the sled dogs break their chains and run towards 
the moans, where we only hear their pained yelps and then sudden silence. The whole 
setting is a beginning akin to a horror film, but it is still Gothic, presenting the audience with 
a mystery.  
Moving on to the appearance of other settings in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, the 
Frankenstein manor is presented as a traditional 18th-century European home of nobles, 
which during daylight looks like a beautiful home and during the night turns into a 
frightening house of darkness. The only light sources are a small number of candles and 
torches, giving the home a more dramatic look. The most Gothic look comes when there is a 
storm outside, where the shading is more contrasting and the lightning only gives us a 
second to see through the darkness of the large winding staircase and hallways.  
On the very top of the mansion is where Victor’s workshop or laboratory is located, where 
he spends much of his time. The attic space is different compared to the rest of the house, 
with wooden beams and walls around giving it a more rustic and dark look compared to the 
rooms below it. Barely any light comes in and it is filled with different tools and inventions, 
such as Frankenstein’s fire-based contraption which made a wheel spin. It is also eventually 
the laboratory where Frankenstein brings back to life his ‘second creation,’ but more on that 
later. 
Victor Frankenstein’s other laboratory is a dusty but spacious attic in Ingolstadt, looking 
more dirty and in a worse shape than the laboratory in his home. This space becomes more 
Gothic within every new scene as it is filled with more oddities (tubs and jars, which are too 
dirty to see what they hold inside, and chains and machinery) until the creation of the 
Monster. When the Monster is created, the workshop is filled with sounds of bubbling 
fluids, steam, rattling chains and eventually electricity. The lighting is scarce as only candles 
are used for it and in the centre is the Monster’s body, laid upon a metal wire table and 
covered with a cloth, similar to James Whale’s Frankenstein released in 1931, where the 
Monster was bandaged up on a metal table as well.  
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The university in Ingolstadt, which Victor visits with Clerval, has walls with skeleton imagery 
in it and the lighting is again scarce. There are even painted windows, giving it the 
appearance of a chapel or a church sometimes rather than a university, a hint of the more 
Gothic medieval aura. Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein presents us with a dissecting hall as well 
with a corpse cut open in the middle of it and medical tools nearby, a nod to the more 
grotesque and curious side of the genre.  
Other settings are similar to the university and Victor’s laboratory, like Professor Waldman’s 
office, filled with curiosities similar to Victor’s laboratory. There is also the poorhouse, 
looking like a dungeon built with heavy stones and metal bars on the windows and the 
gallows, set before a large dull grey stonewall with spectators looking dirty and unkempt. 
Although the settings appear depressing and either too empty or overfilled with strange 
macabre objects, there are a few contrasting shots. This contrast could reflect on the 
characters’ personalities with Professor Waldman’s chaotic background, pointing towards 
his chaotic and extreme ideas. These backgrounds are foreshadowing of what was to come 
from his ideas: chaos.  
The scenery is not always dreary, as we are presented with a large portion of nature shots as 
well. When Victor is home in Geneva and wanders outside, we see a sea of grassy fields and 
the ethereal mountain range, creating a beautiful painting of natural beauty. When the 
Monster travels to Geneva, he walks through a snowy mountain range of a grandiose 
appearance. These sublime settings are more faithfully Gothic to the original novel, but they 
are not common in Gothic filmography. There are less of them seen as they are pushed to 
the side to make way for the more dramatic and medieval-like settings instead. The beauty 
of nature provides a contrast to the horrors that cling to the plot and the dreadful-looking 
macabre locations the film features overall.   
Themes 
Another aspect added or empathised to make this adaptation more Gothic than the original 
is the intense emotions. Shelley’s novel had great descriptions of many strong emotions that 
Victor (and Walton in his letters) experienced, but the emotions of others were not written 
in such detail. One can easily understand the horrible feeling of guilt Victor is experiencing in 
the novel, but we will never know how his father or Elizabeth were experiencing their 
emotions. The reasoning behind this is simply because Victor is the narrator and we get rare 
instances of him describing the emotions of his loved ones. Such a thing is hard for a 
narrator to do as he cannot get inside another person’s head; a non-omniscient narrator can 
only describe the actions and words of others. Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, in contrast, 
made sure every character’s strong emotion was vividly presented by the actors. The 
women giving birth scream in great pain, the grief in the Frankenstein family over the 
deaths of Caroline and later William Frankenstein affects them greatly, as even years later, 
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Victor’s father and him tear up at the mention of Caroline’s absence. Victor’s arguments 
with the professors about his ideas show great passion and when he finds the formula to 
give life to another being, he is most ecstatic, repeating the discovery out loud with a big 
smile on his face. Elizabeth’s pain is heard already in her voice alone when she reveals to 
Justine that Victor has not written to her in months and when she visits her lover, they both 
show dramatic emotions. Perhaps the most heart-breaking moment is the Monster wailing 
loudly alone in the woods when attacked by the cottagers and later showing intense anger 
when reading Frankenstein’s notes and burning down the cottage.  
The Monster is what makes Branagh’s film Gothic horror, with his grotesque appearance 
and violent attacks on others, he also makes the most dramatic reveal when he jumps out at 
his creator from his metal coffin-like tub when brought to life. The Creature’s violence is 
immediately established when he kills the sled dogs at the beginning of the film, showing 
him as a dangerous villainous character. His appearance is used to create more menacing 
shots, with his large frame making the others appear small and helpless around him, his 
deformed face being the only part of his body shown while the rest is covered by a large 
tattered coat. The shape of the villains or Monsters is important in Gothic film, with one of 
the first Gothic films, F. W. Murnau’s Nosferatu (1911), meticulously using the effect of 
shaping when portraying the vampire with a large and long coat, pale white head and long 
taloned nails. These details are carefully crafted to give off the uncanny valley effect as the 
audience can then see a human being with something inhuman about them. The Monster in 
this film was shaped similarly to make a more menacing squared appearance.  
Although gore, as previously stated, is not a Gothic element, violence is a popular trait of 
the genre both in literature and film. Professor Waldman dies due to a stubborn patient 
refusing to cooperate and eventually stabbing him (believing the doctor was giving him a 
dangerous shot instead of a vaccine), the Monster attacking the dogs, and even Victor 
shows first signs of leaning towards violence when he grabs an axe as soon as his Creature 
awakens. Violence is also prominent in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein: when the Monster is 
caught stealing bread and his face is revealed, the townspeople of Ingolstadt immediately 
attack him and cause him to run away. This scene immediately establishes that his 
grotesque appearance makes him unlikeable to others, a similarity to the previous films 
where the films’ creators connected evil with an ugly appearance. The Monster’s first act of 
violence though is against a debt collector coming to the cottagers’ home (the family is 
never given a last name but it consists of the blind old man, Felix and his wife and their 
children), which is not featured in the book. The act can be seen as a generous one as the 
family is struggling financially and the debtor has been violent towards them as well. 
Frankenstein’s creation kills the aggressive debtor and is invited inside the cottage by the 
blind old man, but due to a misunderstanding (similar as in the original novel) the Creature 
is attacked and beaten by Felix. While the killing of the debt collector is not in Shelley’s 
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story, it quickly establishes the Monster in the film as a character with a good heart. 
However, no good deed goes unpunished, as his appearance once again makes him a 
misunderstood victim of unfairness when Felix attacks him. The Monster’s pain is 
tremendous as the audience is presented with a scene of him crying alone in the woods, 
hurt by the family’s rejection.  
Additionally, the scene that was also turned far more violent than in Shelley’s book is 
Justine’s execution. Before Justine could even step into a courtroom, an angry lynch mob of 
townspeople hangs her. 
There is more paranormal added in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein as the weather is yet again 
like in the previous films (and also in the book) used as an omen. Before William’s body is 
discovered, the skies turn grey and dark clouds fill the sky in preparation for heavy rain. 
When Victor’s mother dies there is a loud thunderstorm where a lightning hits a tree in their 
garden as well. Upon Frankenstein and his creation’s first meeting, there is another 
thunderstorm approaching from the horizon. This element is used in a far more paranormal 
manner as an omen than in Shelley’s work. The omen is, as the other aspects in Branagh’s 
film, intensified in Branagh’s film. Weather is possibly one of the most popular elements 
used in film to portray emotions and establish moods in the quickest way possible, such as 
the skies clearing and the sun shining after the evil has been defeated or heavy rain 
beginning to fall when a character dies.  
The Characters 
There is no ultimate villain presented in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein as in the previous films 
I have analysed, although at the very beginning the Monster is showing more villainous 
traits. However, as in the book, both Victor and the Creature are presented as morally 
ambiguous characters. Victor is an anti-hero since he is the one who made the great error 
and he is the one who ultimately never fixes it. The Monster is similar as in Shelley’s 
Frankenstein, who shows great anger towards his creator and great pain upon being 
rejected by others. There is no clear villain and no clear hero and it ends similarly, with 
Frankenstein’s creation mourning over his creator’s death with the difference of setting 
himself and his creator’s body on fire before disappearing into the mist. In this specific 
aspect of villains and heroes, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein is not any more Gothic than the 
original work it derives from. This decision makes the film keep the original idea of morality 
issues: is the Monster in the wrong or Victor or are they both wrong?  
The novel features a somewhat romantic relationship between Victor and Elizabeth but yet 
again, the film is far more clear and intense when it comes to presenting their relationship. 
Elizabeth runs into his arms with such joy upon seeing her lover, and both show general 
obsession towards each other at times, with Elizabeth only thinking of Victor’s return, his 
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letters and eventually their wedding. When Elizabeth cannot get Victor to return home from 
Ingolstadt they both show pained feelings, with Frankenstein feeling guilt and regret while 
Elizabeth cries on the way out. The relationship is made more painful when Elizabeth dies 
and is brought back to life by Victor due to his love for her, yet it leads to even more sorrow 
than when she first died as she commits suicide.  
Science Fiction in the Film 
To briefly touch upon the science fiction aspect of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, it presented 
electricity as a clear key element of the Monster’s creation process. The laboratory even has 
eels in it to show its importance. The air is filled with sounds of crackling as we see blue 
sparks and lines travelling through the chains into the coffin-like tub where the Monster is 
lying. The scene of the creation in process gives Branagh’s film a touch of science fiction, 
similar to how Shelley gives a touch of it in her book.  
To briefly paraphrase, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein kept the Gothic elements from the 
original work but intensified them greatly. There are stronger emotions, more Gothic 
settings, a greater amount of violence and murder and a small hint of the supernatural. 
Victor Frankenstein is presented as an anti-hero and there is no ultimate villain to blame, a 
reflection of Shelley’s original work used also as a tool for the audience to decide for 
themselves. Elizabeth is not a damsel in distress and the Monster’s design is grotesque 
enough to induce fear, but not so much to make the audience turn in disgust.  
 
Conclusion 
Adaptations come in many different forms in art and should be looked at as unique works of 
art rather than as strict translations of the source text. Translating a source from one 
medium to another without creating changes is impossible, which is why there are bound to 
be differences from the original work. Hutcheon argues that adaptation is repetition and 
were there no changes done through this repetition, adaptation would become 
meaningless. She also claims there are three interpretations of adaptation: “as a formal 
entity or product,” “transcoding” and as “a process of creation” or “a form of 
intertextuality” (2006, 7–8).  
The Gothic genre that Frankenstein belongs to has similar traits in film form and in literary 
form. In Gothic literature, there are often elements of mystery, murder and violence, 
suspense, madness, strong emotions, descriptions of sublime nature settings, castle 
settings, dungeons, graveyards and similar dark medieval locations, erotica, a villainous 
character, a fragile defenceless female character, supernatural elements and morality 
issues. Mary Shelley’s work does not feature all of the traits above as it lacks the typical dark 
medieval locations, supernatural elements and a true villain, as her characters are morally 
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ambiguous and far more challenging for the readers to understand. Frankenstein’s strongest 
themes lie in the area of morality and responsibility (or consequences of one’s actions).  
Gothic film, however, has slightly different traits than its literary counterpart. While all the 
traits mentioned above can be found in Gothic films, they mostly centre on violence and 
erotica as the key elements. Although violence and erotica can be found in early Gothic 
literary works, they are far less intense due to censorship or because of societal views in 
centuries past. Gothic film also finds importance in grotesque visuals, with the idea of 
making the audience uncomfortable or frightened but not disgusted. These visuals are tied 
to the uncanny valley effect. This effect suggests that objects which have a human likeness 
to them and have imperfections make observers experience an uncomfortable or eerie 
feeling. The strange uncanny valley effect, violence and erotica can be considered the main 
ingredients for making a Gothic film.  
The analysis of the Frankenstein adaptation films in this thesis was done for the purpose of 
finding out whether the adaptations on screen added or intensified the Gothic elements of 
Shelley’s Frankenstein or adapted them as closely as possible to their source. The films that 
were chosen were ones that consider themselves adaptations of Mary Shelley’s 
Frankenstein, are in the same genre as the novel is, are not sequels or prequels and feature 
the book’s main characters. Parodies and cameo appearances do not count as part of the 
list either.  
After analysing the films, I have found that the Gothic aspects are indeed intensified or new 
ones were added. The most common Gothic trope added which was not in the original was 
the damsel in distress, which features a defenceless beautiful woman that needs to be 
saved by the hero. This trope can be observed in Edison’s Frankenstein (1910), Universal’s 
Frankenstein (1931) and in Hammer’s The Curse of Frankenstein (1957). The female victim 
getting attacked is a part of the original Frankenstein story, but it does not truly fit into the 
mould of the film versions where the victims scream for help and their flawless beauty is 
shown as their main feature. Elizabeth is attacked and killed, but she does not call for help 
and does not get saved, while in the films mentioned above, the female characters are 
always saved. These three adaptations also feature the element of the ultimate villain, a 
character with no redeeming qualities who only wishes to cause harm. This is a huge 
difference from the novel as Shelley made no clear distinction between who is morally right 
or wrong. The films, however, made either the Monster or the scientist Victor Frankenstein 
the clear villains; they face the hero and eventually fall as good prevails. The simplifying of 
the characters and plot can always be traced back to what the audience wishes to watch 
since a great majority use films as a means of relaxation and do not wish to be burdened 
with overbearing and realistic themes.  
When it comes to violence, murder or gore, the adaptations differ again. Since censorship 
was strict in the first half of the century, Frankenstein adaptations from Universal and 
Edison studios could not portray it but only hinted at it (murder or violence happens off-
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screen or is very light). The Curse of Frankenstein (1957), Frankenstein: The True Story (1973) 
and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1994) feature more extreme violence, such as tearing off a 
person’s head, heavy bloodshed, intense fighting or falling into a tub of acid. These are 
more extreme than the deaths and injuries in the source book, yet they carefully toe the line 
of Gothic horror and never truly cross into the horror genre.  
The element of erotica, as key as it is in the Gothic film genre, was only added in The True 
Story but in a very subtle manner. Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein is the closest to get to erotica 
only with its romantic scenes, but those are still very light compared to other known Gothic 
films that feature the trait, such as Terence Fisher’s Dracula (1950). Women in Dracula are 
portrayed as seductive, are dressed in suggestive clothing and are even portrayed on the 
film’s posters, showing off their bodies, basically advertising the erotic elements of the film.  
Women’s beauty is not used to portray eroticism in Frankenstein adaptations (apart from 
Prima in The True Story and Justine in The Curse) but to portray noble beauty and 
innocence, as the female characters are often naive, kind and dressed like young Victorian 
maidens. They are merely dolls though, as they only hold the role of being a side character 
with little importance other than to motivate the main characters – either to save the dame 
or to make decisions based on protecting her. 
The grotesque factor is another feature Gothic film genre adores, but it is presented 
differently than in horror films which more often than not use extremely gory visuals. The 
word grotesque is used in the sense of portraying something ugly or of having an unpleasant 
appearance. To frighten the audience with visuals, Gothic film uses strange appearances of 
characters and their unnerving presence. This effect falls into the category of the uncanny 
valley, which Frankenstein adaptations attempt to take advantage of as the other main 
character is essentially a reanimated corpse, making the grotesque appearance a must.  
The very first Frankenstein film from the Edison Company already uses the Monster’s 
appearance and strange movement for the very purpose of making the audience 
uncomfortable. Universal’s Frankenstein made an attempt to make the Creature’s design 
even more eerie with a blank dead stare and barely any movement. Boris Karloff’s portrayal 
made the Creature more frightening simply by doing less dramatic movements and without 
speaking at all, which makes the viewer question the Monster’s motivation and whether he 
could be even reasoned with. Hammer Studios had the same idea, as their version of 
Frankenstein’s creation in The Curse of Frankenstein is very similar, with him having the 
same blank expression and being unable to speak. The stoic appearance and rigid 
mannerisms of the Creature that Universal studios created could have already been heavily 
ingrained in popular culture by the time The Curse was made and would therefore make it 
difficult for the audience to accept a completely different image of the Monster. Thus, that 
the film used the same idea for their Creature only further solidified the said image within 
the minds of the viewers.  
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The films that made changes to these zombie-like recreations of the Monster were 
Frankenstein: The True Story and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, where he speaks and does 
not move in a slow and wooden manner. While one could argue that the idea of the 
uncanny valley effect disappears when the Monster acts more human, the design still 
attempts to unnerve. The True Story’s Creature looks akin to a man rotting alive as time 
moves on and it does not spark quite the reaction the film creators most likely anticipated, 
but that could be because of budgetary issues. Would a film with a disfigured man who 
shows villainous traits be accepted so easily today? Richard Fleischer’s Mandingo (1975) 
was released in the same decade as The True Story and it is now known as one of the most 
racist films ever made for its exploitation essence. Nudity and violence are in the forefront 
and the mistreatment of slaves is shown in a long and miserable manner. As a comparison 
to today’s views, Thea Sharrok’s Me Before You (2016) features a disabled main character 
whose portrayal was deemed by many as ableist and sparked protests against the film in 
many countries (Pritcard, 2016). Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, however, does make one 
more uncomfortable with the Monster’s face appearing sewn together and making it hard 
to make dramatic expressions. So in the end, all Frankenstein adaptations lean on the 
grotesque appearance element to frighten their audience.  
In essence, the film adaptations of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein strongly lean on the Gothic 
elements from the source and add even more of them. Two of the most common Gothic 
traits that were not present in the original novel but were featured in the films many times 
are the tropes of the ultimate villain and the damsel in distress. Another difference is that 
the adaptations more often than not choose medieval-like settings akin to castles and 
dungeons, and leave out the beautiful natural scenery, which the book heavily features. 
Finally, as they are based on visuals, the movies focus more on the horrifying appearance of 
the Monster to frighten the audience while in Shelley’s work we only have a short 
description of his deformed look. One thing is clear: Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein lives on in 
many forms and the film medium remains strong, but the essence of it was, is and perhaps 
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